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Chapter 1

The Property 
List & Initial 
Setup
Welcome to a world of limitless possibilities!  
This kit can be used to create everything from 
simple straight-forward tales to interactive 
books that change with each reader. Images, 
animations, even the story text itself can be 
determined by the reader. And on top of that, 
you can add countless mini-games, puzzles, 
hidden interactions, alternate pathways, and 
so on.  All without ever writing code!



Justin Dike here, founder of CartoonSmart.com and longtime iOS 
developer. I’ve made quite a few iOS Starter Kits in the past, 
including the original Story Tellers Kit which was programmed in 
Cocos2d. I’m very familiar with the work involved in creating an 
app, and also satisfying other developer’s needs in making their 
own. Over the years I’ve kept notes on feature requests (even 
outlandish ones) from the original Story Tellers Kit, and I’ve 
worked hands-on with many buyers to make their finished apps 
exactly how they wanted them.

I’ve known for a long time that making a second Story Tellers Kit 
would be inevitable, but frankly the tools just weren’t perfect. 
When Apple released SpriteKit, a 2D gaming framework, and 
essentially their own version of Cocos2d, I thought “well, maybe 
now.” But Xcode still didn’t have a great way to build and layout 
pages (scenes) within the program. When Xcode 6 came out I 
saw some real promise with what was possible using the new 
SpriteKit Scene editing options, but there were some key things 
that help me back (namely custom subclassing if you’re curious). 
So when I saw the WWDC videos on Xcode 7, I was floored. 
Finally Xcode looked ready for what I had in mind. I felt I could 

build on what they did, keep the development experience 
contained within Xcode, and make something that you guys (the 
developers) would want to create with over and over gain.

So then I used Xcode 7 and was even more impressed. Apple’s 
developers have really done something “next level” with it, and 
some of the best features of this kit are due to that. I can’t take 
all the credit in other words. 

If you’re familiar with our past Story Tellers Kit, you’ll appreciate 
reading some of these new features...

• Layout and animate images within Xcode. No more figuring 
out where things go by plugging in x and y coordinates into the 
property list. 

• Your Pages can use two completely different Scenes, one 
for the iPad and one for the iPhone, but the properties that 
define the content can be shared. 

• Your images can be physics based. Readers could throw a 
ball against a wall and have it bounce around. And you can 
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trigger events to occur when certain images collide with 
another. 

• We have a camera! Your page can even set a different camera 
for the iPhone or iPad (and share the same Scene file). The 
camera can track a specific object and you can even make 
images or labels stick to the camera (great for interface 
elements). 

• You can layout labels for text that changes over time. You 
could even have the user open the iOS keyboard, fill in part of 
the story themselves, and that text will stay there every time 
they open the app. A parent could write a child’s name into the 
story and even include some of their favorite things to read 
about. 

• Readers can set preferences for the textures of images and 
animation. So a girl reading the story might choose the hero 
character to be a courageous princess, and a boy reading it 
might choose a pirate. 

• You can trigger an unlimited number of events at once on an 
unlimited number of scene element (sadly our previous kit only 
let you do about 5 things at once).

• You can set up timers and listeners to trigger events. So for 
something to happen, conditions you create might have to 
equal something, exceed something, not equal something, 

intersect, etc.  And these conditions can be run in groups, so 
for example, you might only turn the page when the reader has 
paired together 4 letters to spell a word. This the cornerstone of 
an endless number of games. 

Lets get Universal

And of course there’s PLENTY more highlights, but I’d like to 
steer this back to talking about Universal Apps. It is the bane of 
every developer to do the same thing twice for two device 
families. Which is usually inevitable. Why exclude one when “it’s 
not that much harder to choose publish to both...sigh!”. I know 
the feeling. Part of what makes this kit so great for publishing to 
both iPad and iPhone, is also what makes SpriteKit and Xcode 7 
so great: the ability to work with Scene files and the 
SKCameraNode. 

When you create a new Page for your book, you’ll start with a 
new SpriteKit Scene file (see the next image for reference)

Name it whatever you want, but for this example, let’s call it 
BalloonWorld.sks.  If you want to use this same scene for both 
the iPhone and iPad, you probably can.  If not, simply create a 
new SpriteKit Scene file and add on “Phone” to the end of the file 
name. So for example, we would make BalloonWorldPhone.sks.
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Your Scene for the iPhone should have a Size setting of 736 and 414. The default is usually 1024 by 768 for the iPad. Be sure 
to set your iPhone Scene settings to 736 and 414, which matches the screen resolution of the iPhone 6 Plus. Not a Plus user? 
Not to worry, the iPhone 6 and iPhone 5 will still use these dimensions for positioning but scale down uniformly. 
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Cameras

If you want to use the same Scene for both devices, you’ll find 
plenty of properties in the kit that help support this. Primarily, 
making use of having a dedicated, slightly zoomed in 
SKCameraNode for the iPhone. You can add as many camera 
nodes to your scene as you want, but most likely you just need 
two (or one if you split your Scenes up by device).

If you do share a single scene for both devices, try to name the 
one for the phone with “Phone” at the end, and have the base 
name equal to another camera for the iPad. For example, your 
two cameras might be named “MyCamera” and 
“MyCameraPhone”.   This way under the hood we can check for 
both at times.

In your page’s Settings dictionary in the property list, you set 
your cameras using the InitialCamera and InitialCameraPhone 
properties. If you do something with a camera later on, the code 
will check for an existing camera with the base name and 
“Phone” extension.
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Lets Add a Color Sprite 

From here you can start adding stuff to the scene. For starters, 
drag in a Color Sprite. When creating your pages, you’ll 
probably use the Color Sprite for most of your layout. Technically, this is actually an SKSpriteNode, but in a moment we’ll switch it to 
a Custom Class of “Element”.  Before you do that, set the Name property and Texture (point your eyes to the top two blue circles in 
the image above). The texture will obviously be the initial texture of the element, and the Name property is how we’ll identify the 
element later using the Property List. 

Last step, set the Custom Class property to “Element”. Can’t find it? Click the icon highlighted with the orange circle in the right 
image. 
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Make the Sprite into an Element!

An Element is our own little subclass of SKSpriteNode which 
adds hundreds of possibilities to what’s possible. If you want any 
sort of significant interaction with an image in your app, it should 
be an Element. So get used to setting that Custom Class 
property whenever you add a new sprite to the scene (unless it 
won’t do much). 

Dad, what’s a Node?

You might read the term node throughout this documentation. A 
node refers to multiple type “things” in SpriteKit. Most everything 
visual descends from an SKNode class, so node is a common 
term for those things. A node could be a sprite, a particle emitter, 
a physics vortex,  a camera, etc. Heck it could even just be an 
Empty Node used as nothing more than a placeholder. So if you 

read “node” later on, that usually means the property we’re 
discussing could affect any node. 

If the property can only apply to an Element, it will probably be 
noted or assumed. The Custom Class option is only available to 
SKSpriteNodes and SKNodes anyway, so it shouldn’t be too 
hard to remember who to turn into an Element. If you remember 
these three steps you’ll be set to laying out your book...

• Drag in a Color Sprite

• Name it

• Set the Custom Class to Element.
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Now that you’ve set up your Scene files, you need to create a new entry in the Pages dictionary in the List.plist file. This Property List file 
is what keeps you from having to ever write code!  Swift 2 is a great language and I would highly recommend learning it (your purchase of 
the kit even includes videos documenting the entire making of the kit), but diving into the code is NOT needed! As an illustrator or 
animator, your job should just be to make this app as visually awesome and interactive as possible. 

Take a moment to play around with the Property List. You can unfold or fold up Dictionary entries (which is basically a fancy term for a 
group). Working with a Property List boils down to making one thing equal another, and a lot of that is done in named groups.  

Section 2

The Property List
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So your first (very easy) job when working with the Property List is 
to make a new dictionary in the Pages dictionary. First unfold the 
Pages dictionary, then click the same + icon you see in the image 
below (when adding to a dictionary, it helps to unfold it first). 

By default a new item will be set to String value. Switch this to 
Dictionary.

Now name the Dictionary. This should match the base name of 
the SpriteKit Scene file you created earlier (or want to create 
later). Boom. New page created!  Now it just needs some 
dictionaries within it. 

But should you make two page entries?

If you decided to make two Scene files, one for each device, you 
might be thinking, “okay, so I need two dictionaries as well 
right?”. Well the answer is... er, probably not, but you could. 

The main difference between an iPad and iPhone is the size. Duh, 
right. And specifically the dimensions. The iPad in landscape 
mode has more height. But that’s really it. 

Function wise, your app will most likely act exactly the same on 
both devices. Tap here, do this. Listen for something, do 
something else. If one thing touches another, remove one of 
them. Interactions like this, don’t really care about the exact 
position of something, they care about what’s happening to a 
thing and when. 

Having two different Scene files handles those subtle differences 
in location. But worst case, you could even have differently 
named Elements in one Scene than another (and different 
corresponding Elements entries in the page). But even that is 
probably not needed because there are some properties that 
have device-dependent options. With all that said, you CAN 
simply create a second phone-specific dictionary by taking the 
base name and adding “Phone” to it.  
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It’s time to add a dictionary to your new Pages dictionary. Each 
page can have it’s own Settings dictionary. For example, in the 
image above, you can see the Settings dictionary unfolded for 
the Cover page. Many of these properties are set to their 
defaults, so you typically won’t even need this many, but we’ve 

given you plenty of options. 
These settings only affect 
the current page, and don’t 
carry over from page to 
page. If you want to speed 
read this documentation, 
you can skip over these 
properties for now.

• InitialCamera - the name 
value of a camera you’ve 
added to the scene. Once you set this property the Scene’s 
“view” will use that camera. This option is important because 
you can treat the camera much like any other node. Move it 
around, scale it, make it follow a specific node, switch 
cameras, etc. 

• InitialCameraPhone - Like the property above, but only 
applies to iPhone devices. This is an important option because 
for many pages you could probably use a single Scene file (.sks 
file) instead of making an entire duplicate for the phone, and 
simply use a different camera dedicated to the phone. You can 

Section 3
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zoom using the Scale property. We suggest setting 0.75 for 
both the x and y of the camera dedicated to the phone.  

• CameraFollows - the value will be the node the camera will 
lock onto and follow. Most likely this will be the name of one of 
the Element class sprites you’ve added (but this could even be 
a particle emitter). 

• CameraFollowsOnX - the value will be the node the camera 
will lock onto and follow but ONLY on the x axis. This is a good 
option if your art work is sized in such a way that lowering or 
raising the camera would reveal the edges

• CameraFollowsOnY  - the value will be the node the camera 
will lock onto and follow but ONLY on the y axis. 

• CameraOffset - an offset value in {x, y} format to adjust the 
camera in relation to the node it is following. 

• CameraOffsetPhone -  an offset value in {x, y} format to adjust 
the camera in relation to the node it is following. This value is 
ignored if the device is an iPad as it only affects the iPhone.

• NodesFollowCamera - a String or Array of strings to define 
which nodes will stay locked onto the camera when it follows 
another node. Particularly useful for things like a background 
sky, because once locked into the camera it will appear infinite. 
In other words, you would not need to make the sky any larger 
than the camera. 

Physics Settings

• HasPhysicsBoundary - the simplest way to set a physics 
boundary around the scene. An edge boundary, can contain 
physics bodies within it, but they can’t get out. A boundary 
made with this setting is exactly the value of the initial visible 
screen area. 

• BoundaryWithMultiplier - Set a number value to multiply the 
edge-based boundary around the screen. For example, 2 would 
double the boundary’s width and height.

• BoundaryWithMultiplierOnX  - Set a number value to multiply 
the edge-based boundary around the screen but keep the 
height the same as the screen height.
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• BoundaryWithMultiplierOnY  - Set a number value to multiply 
the edge-based boundary around the screen but keep the width 
the same as the screen width.

• BoundaryWithMultiplierOnXAndY -  A string value in {x, y} 
format to non-uniformly multiply both the width and height of 
the boundary. For example, {2, 4} would double the boundary’s 
width and quadruple the boundary’s height.

• BoundaryOffset -  Allows you to offset the boundary using {x, 
y} format. (probably necessary when using a multiplier)

• BoundaryOffsetPhone -  Allows you to offset the boundary 
using {x, y} format. (probably necessary when using a 
multiplier). Only affects building to the phone

• ShowPhysics  - Set to YES to the show the physics bodies 
around objects. Good for debugging (can also be done from the 
Scene file too)

• Gravity - the gravity for the scene in {x, y} format. This can also 
be set in the Scene’s .sks file. 

Sound Settings

• BgSoundVolume -  a decimal value to set the volume. 0.5 is 
50%

• BgSoundLoops - by default this is set to -1 which will always 
loop. Setting 1 would replay it once, 2 twice, and so on.

• BgSoundContinueOnNextPage -  A YES or NO bool value as 
to whether to stop the background sound when the page 
changes. By default it is NO. 

• NarrationVolume  -  a decimal value to set the volume. 0.5 is 
50%

• NarrationLoops - by default this is set to 0 which will not loop. 
Setting 1 would replay it once, 2 twice, and so on.

• NarrationContinueOnNextPage -  A YES or NO Bool value as 
to whether to stop the sound when the page changes. By 
default it is NO.

Keyboard Settings
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• KeyboardType - if the keyboard will be seen at anytime on the 
page, you can change the type. Values are Default, 
ASCIICapable, NumbersAndPunctuation, URL, NumberPad, 
PhonePad, NamePhonePad, EmailAddress, DecimalPad, 
Twitter, Websearch

• KeyboardAppearance - Light, Dark or Default. The keyboard 
below is set to Light.  

Transition Settings (when going to the next 
page)

• Transition - Should be either CrossFade, 
DoorsCloseHorizontal, DoorsCloseVertical, 

DoorsOpenHorizontal, DoorsOpenVertical, DoorWay, 
FadeWithColor, Fade, FlipHorizontal, FlipVertical, 
MoveInWithDirection, PushWithDirection, 
RevealWithDirection

• TransitionTime  - Specify the duration for the next page 
transition as a number value.

• TransitionColor  - If the transition uses the color property, you 
can specify  that by using a hex value or some generic colors 
like Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Magenta, 
Cyan, Brown, Grey (or Gray), Black, White

• TransitionDirection  - If the transition uses the direction 
property, you can specify it here using Up, Down, Left or Right

• TransitionDelay - the duration to delay the next transition as a 
number value.. This could be useful if you wanted delay a page 
transition that was prompted via an event. For example, maybe 
the reader completed a puzzle and you wanted to show the 
finished result for 5 seconds before going to the next page (this 
could also be done using the StartTimer option).    

Speech Options

SpeechRate -  a decimal number value, default is 0.38
13



SpeechVolume - a decimal number value, default is 1. 

SpeechPitch - a decimal number value, default is 1.70

SpeechVoice - a voice code or country name for a new voice

AllowRunOnSpeech - a Bool value.  Set YES and events that 
call text to speak will not interrupt the current speaking. So for 
example, calling a Speak event back to back will run the speech 
one after the other.  

On-Demand Resource Settings

By adding an Array named ResourceTags and listing tag names, 
the Map page now knows that the tagged content is required for 
this page to open. You can find out more about On-Demand 
Resources here. 

You can preload content from any page by using the 
PreloadResourceTags property. Again, this can be an array to 
list multiple tags, like so...

So in the example above, we are preloading the MapTag, 
assuming that the reader is close to opening a page that includes  
the MapTag content.

Speciality Settings

• DebugMode - Setting a YES value will show developer nodes 
as print statements in the output window.

• ListenerSpeed - A number value for how fast you want 
listeners in the scene to run. The default is 0.25 or every 
quarter-second. Raise or lower to your liking. All Listeners fire 
once immediately, then begin using this speed afterwards. The 
lowest you should set this value is 0.02, but thats probably 
overkill.

• AnimateNodeToSlotTime - An number value for the time it 
takes for nodes to animate to a slot. The default value is 1. Only 
used in conjunction with the AnimateNodeToSlot event. This 
time value has no effect on anything else.
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• AnimateNodeToNodeTime -  An number value for the time it 
takes for nodes to animate to a node. The default value is 1.  
Only used in conjunction with the AnimateNodeToNode event. 
This time value has no effect on anything else.

• AnimateNodeToInventorySlotTime -  An number value for the 
time it takes for nodes to animate to a designated Inventory 
Slot. The default value is 1.  Only used in conjunction with the 
AnimateNodeToInventorySlot event. This time value has no 
effect on anything else.

• AnimateNodeToPathTime - An number value for the time it 
takes for nodes to animate to the next designated path point. 
The default value is 1.  Only used in conjunction with the 
AnimateNodeOnPath event. This time value has no effect on 
anything else.

• FlushSavedValues - A Bool value. Setting YES will clear ALL 
saved values in the app. CAUTION this will remove all values in 
the NSUserDefaults, essentially resetting the app, including any 
saved defaults for purchases. Not recommended if you have in-
app purchases, especially Consumables.

• PairingSensitivity - A number value (either 0, 1, 2, or 3) to set 
how sensitive the kit is in detecting puzzle style pairing (only 
applies if there is an Event Listener for pairing setup). 0 uses the 
entire width and height of the image, assume puzzle piece, 
when checking the intersection of the puzzle and base position. 

3 only uses a fraction of the width and height making the puzzle 
pairing more exact. 

• IntersectionSensitivity -  A number value (either 0, 1, 2, or 3) to 
set how sensitive the kit is in detecting intersections (only 
applies if there is an  Event Listeners setup). 0 uses the entire 
width and height of the image  when checking the intersection 
of the other element's position. 3 only uses a fraction of the 
width and height making the intersection detection more exact. 

• RemovePhysicsBodyOnPairing - A YES or NO value to 
remove a physics body on the puzzle piece being paired to a 
base. (only applies if there is an Event Listener for pairing setup 
and the puzzle piece has a physics body)

• MaxPanX - A number value. This is the max speed that panning 
gestures can move objects on the X axis. This is particularly 
useful if the camera itself is going to be panned.

• MaxPanY - A number value. This is the max speed that panning 
gestures can move objects on the Y axis. This is particularly 
useful if the camera itself is going to be panned.

• EaseOutPanning – a Bool value. Set YES and panning 
gestures will be eased out (continued slightly after the user has 
stopped touching the screen).
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You’ve already seen how to 
add a Color Sprite to your 
Scene, texture it,  and give 
it a Custom Class of 
“Element”, but now what?  
The special properties you 
want to infuse in your 
elements are defined in a 
dictionary named Elements 
in either the current page 
dictionary, or alternatively in 
the Root, also with the 
name Elements. So each of 

your page’s can have their own Elements dictionary or if your 
element is used among many different pages you can simply put 
the data in the Root.  Since elements can do or be anything 
visually, this could include the data for menu items or common 
things, like a pause button. Those type elements might be better 
off defined in the Root Elements dictionary instead of on a page-
by-page basis. Generally speaking, if the element is on more than 

one page, and does the same thing every time, it’s best defined 
in the Root. 

Code-wise, when a page is loaded and the kit tries to pair 
Elements in the scene to those in the property list, priority is 
given to entries defined in the page dictionary over those in the 
Root. So if a match is found for UpButton in the page’s 
Elements dictionary and one also exists in the Root’s Elements 
dictionary, the Root one is ignored. 

The same is also true for Labels.  
You can add them to your Scene 
file by dragging one in from the 
Object Library. Labels don’t have 
a Custom Class option, but you 
can give them a Name property, 
and this value that is used to pair 
them in the Property List.

Section 4

Elements & Labels defined in the Root
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So for example, notice the Label in the 
Scene has a Name of “UserName”. 

The Property List in the Cover page 
dictionary has a Labels dictionary which has 
an entry named UserName.  The values 
within that dictionary will alter the label. 

If you’re curious about this particular 
example, it shows that the actual text seen 
by the reader will be equal to 
TextWithSavedValue (the saved value is 
coincidently also named UserName) which 
could be anything saved value. Think of 
saved values like variables. In this particular 
example, it is the reader’s name (which was input from 
other properties using the iOS keyboard).  

The TextIfNoSavedValue is “You,” so if the book had 
just opened for the first time, the Label would use this 
as the base text. The Prefix and Postfix options add 
text before and after the base text. 

So once published the Label would potentially be...

“Hi Justin, Welcome back!” or “Hi You, Welcome 
back!” . We’ll talk more about Labels later. 
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The PageOrder dictionary in the Root will define Arrays for the 
page order of the book. You don’t have to define a page order, 
but you can. And you can define it by chapter, theme, interest or 
whatever. 

You might be wondering, what an Array is. An array is an 
ordered list.  “Ordered” is the keyword there, because the code 
will sort these items in the same order you arrange them 
(dictionaries on the other hand are unordered). 

Events that use the PageOrder arrays are...

NextPage - The value should equal the name of an Array in the 
PageOrder dictionary. For example, Chapter1. The kit will 
choose the next page to go to by finding the current page in the 
order and open the next one. 

PreviousPage -  The value should equal the name of an Array in 
the PageOrder dictionary. For example, Chapter1. The kit will 
choose the previous page to go to by finding the current page in 
the page ordering and open the one before it. 

Of course you also have event options to jump around to ANY 
page, even random ones, or the option to Continue from the last 
page read.  The PageOrder dictionary gives you a convenient 
way to organize sections and use a single button to move 
forward (or backward). 

Section 5

Page Order
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Pools can contain Arrays that you’ll use for various purposes. 
For example, you could...

• List potential random pages to open. 

• List random snippets of text (for Labels)

• List random texture names.

• List a series of values / textures to cycle through.

• List random values for a mini-game. For example, you might 
set a random word value from a list of dinosaur names when 
the page opens. That value could be used for a listener event, 
texture, etc. 

ActionPools contain dictionaries with Action names for keys and 
nodes to apply those actions to for the value. ActionPools give 
you convenient place to store actions (or more likely groups 
of Actions) you’ll want to run over and over again on multiple 
pages.  

We’ll discuss the properties regarding Pools and ActionPools 
later on. 

  

  

Section 6

Pools & ActionPools
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I know from helping people debug the original Story Tellers Kit 
how important it is to let them make a typo safely. In other 
words, a misspelling in the Property List probably won’t crash 
the app. A typo, or misnamed property, obviously won’t do the 
thing you want though. So if something isn’t happening that you 
think should be happening, that’s usually the first thing to check. 
Code is very literal.

For example, these two properties are not the same.

If they were, they wouldn’t even be able to co-exist in the same 
dictionary (key names have to be unique). 

In this kit, property names ALL start with a capital letter. If there’s 
more than one word in the property name, each word begins 
with a capital letter. For example...

Spaces are treated as something

If I accidentally wrote a space at the end of a property name, 
that invisible little character could cause a big headache, since 
spaces are recognized as “something”. So even though these 
two properties look identical, the only reason they can coexist is 
because the top entry actually has a space after “Hide”....

Things that don’t belong.

If a property isn’t recognized, it is usually ignored. You might get 
a message in the Output window that the kit didn’t match the 
property name to something it recognizes, for example, an event 
name. In some cases, the kit might try to run an action with a 
misplaced property if it can’t figure out what you were trying to 

Section 7

Made to Not Break
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do. So we do have some catches in place for errors. But because 
things are generally just ignored, you can use that to your 
advantage and turn on or off entire dictionaries by just giving 
them “unrecognized” names. For example, I add “ - OFF” to the 
EventTimers dictionary below...

When the code looks for any EventTimers, it won’t find it. 

Which to use String, Boolean or Number?

All the property definitions in this guide will tell you to use a 
specific type for the value. For example, in the next image, you 
can see the only three value types (not including Dictionary and 
Array, which are group types)...

I could switch all of these to String and the kit should act the 
same...

Why so lenient? Under the hood, the kit does this...

It first checks if the value is not nil (it exists). Then it checks if it is 
the ideal type it should be, for example, Int (an integer number). If 
the type isn’t a number, it moves onto String. So the code is 
optimized for the ideal value, and yes, will run marginally faster 
with the right types.  Using String instead of a Number is actually 
fine. I would just suggest making sure the Bool types (YES or NO) 
values are set up right. Otherwise the code has to do this...
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Which as you can see, is quite a few checks just to determine if 
you wrote “YES” as a String. You could also have written “Yes”, 
“1”, “true”, “True” or “TRUE”. Depending on your background, 
you might think of a Bool as more of a true or false thing, vs. YES 
or NO.

But hey, most of these properties are only loaded once, and when 
the page first loads up, so if you want to slow it down marginally, 
the kit will accommodate your preference for values. 

Usually if the kit REALLY does care about a specific value type, it 
will do so in grand fashion and crash. In which case, try setting 
the ideal values. 

The Simulator Speed 

The Simulator is a terrible test environment. It tries it’s best, but 
don’t think for a moment that it resembles the speed of an actual 
iOS device. Sorry, but when it comes to the Simulator,  your 

MacBook Pro is outrun by your Phone. This is especially true 
when physics are involved. The Simulator might be running at 
20fps, but your device will chew through those physics at 60fps. 
Every good developer knows this already...

N.T.T.S.S

Never Trust The Simulator Speed

Debugging High Strangeness

Occasionally a change you know you made in the Scene just isn’t 
showing up, so apparently some Simulator caching does occur. 
To rule this out, in Xcode go to the Product menu while holding 
down the Option key on the keyboard, Clean will turn into Clean 
Build Folder. 

Also if you’ll be working with setting values (which are saved as 
NSUserDefaults) in the app, you can clear those out by deleting 
the test build of your app on either the Simulator or the device 
itself. Wiggle it to death. Or on the Simulator you can also go 
through the menu...

iOS Simulator -> Reset Content and Settings.
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Xcode 7 allows you to create .sks files and drag them into 
other .sks files as a Reference. Basically this is a group of 
objects you can layout independent of your Scene. And of 
course you could use these across multiple pages. 

The kit fully supports reference files!  

Section 8

Reference Files
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Xcode 7 allows you to create .sks files and drag them into 
other .sks files as a Reference. Basically this is a group of 
objects you can layout independent of your Scene. And of course 
you could use these across multiple pages.

Step 1: In the general settings, under Deployment Info, toggle on 
Portrait and Upside Down. Optionally, you can toggle off 
Landscape Left and Landscape Right.  

Step 2: Find the Info.plist file. It is grouped in the Fonts folder 
because editing the Info.plist file is an essential part of adding 
custom fonts.  Unfold Supported Interface Orientations, change 
Landscape to Portrait, as seen in the selected item in the next 
image. The editor will suggest orientation options when you click 

it. Note there are two Arrays to do this for (one is for the iPad). If 
you want to support Landscape as well as Portrait, don’t delete 
the Landscape ones.

Step 3: Switch any scenes to the correct portrait dimensions. For 
iPad SKScene files (or ones being used for both iPad and 
iPhone), width would be 768 and height would now be 1024. For 
iPhone only Scene files, width would be 416 and height would be 
736.  Both are just the reverse of what they were previously.

Section 9

Switching to Portrait Orientation 
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Step 4: In the AppDelegate.swift file, change 

return UIInterfaceOrientationMask.Landscape 

to 

return UIInterfaceOrientationMask.Portrait

or

return UIInterfaceOrientationMask.All

Note. Step 4 is only needed as of Build 1.07.
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There are only two main classes in this kit. Crazy I 
know. Element and Page. The kit already includes 
extensions of those classes for you to write your own 
code. Element_Extension.swift and 
Page_Extension.swift are yours!  If you update the 
kit from say, v1 to v1.1,  you would not want to 
override those two files since those could contain 
your own code. 

You can use these for whatever you want. And both 
are already setup to pass Event values into them from 
the main kit. So for example, if you touch down on an 
Element and want it to do something in particular 
that’s not already in the kit, you can check the key 
value using eventName and value using eventValue. 
You can see what I mean under the //WARNING note in the 
example image.  

Section 10

Adding your own code
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Chapter 2

Elements



You’ve already seen in Chapter 1 how to place a Color Sprite into your 
scene, name it and give it a Custom Class of “Element”. Below is a quick 
reminder if you forgot though...

This article we’ll look at properties specific to Elements, which are the main 
building block of just about everything in the kit. Elements are really just 
images, or technically SKSpriteNodes, but by giving your image a custom 
class of "Element" you're extending its capabilities so it can do more, for 
example, it might be a button.

Keep in mind, if you do not need to interact much with your sprite node, 
then you can lay out a simple Color Sprite in the Scene, give it a texture 
and be on your merry way.  

One big difference between this kit and the original Story Tellers Kit is 
hopefully obvious to past users just by looking at the screenshot of the 
property list to the right. Notice how Puzzle1 has very few properties. That’s 

Section 1

Elements
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because a lot of the work is done by the Scene editor. Texture, 
size, rotation, z depth, location, blend mode, animation, physics 
properties, even Actions are initially taken care of by the Scene 
(oddly enough Alpha is one of the few you can’t set). 

Making changes to an Element can be done via Events later on. 
So you might run new Actions (to change the animation), set a 
new texture, move it, hide it, show it, etc. 

Point is, each of your dictionaries inside the Elements dictionary, 
will probably be relatively concise, and clutter-free. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, you can define an Elements 
dictionary on a per-page basis, or for commonly used elements in 
your Scene, you can also use the Elements dictionary in the 
Root. If both dictionaries had the same name, priority is given to 
the one for that particular page.

The Root Elements dictionary is intended for things like pause 
buttons, thumbnail images to jump to other pages, directional 
arrows to move character around, and other things that would 
potentially be used across multiple pages.
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Hidden - a Boolean property. Set to YES or NO to show or hide 
an Element initially.  This is an important property because your 
Scene might have dozens of hidden Elements to use later. Events 
could set these Elements to show themselves (and move into 
their proper locations later). 

AllowSomeHiddenInteractions - a Boolean property. Default is 
NO when excluded from property list. Setting this to YES will 
make it so the Element can trigger some interactions when 
hidden. For example you might tap this hidden element to reveal 
another element in the scene.  This property has no affect on the 
Show or ShowOrHide Events if they apply to the current node 
tapped. By default a hidden element shouldn't allow for 
interaction, but this gives you the option to toggle that. 

IgnoreAllTouchEventsWhenHidden - a Boolean property. 
Default is NO when excluded from property list.  Setting this to 
YES will make it so if the Element is hidden, it will completely be 
ignored from triggering touch events. 

SizeWidthToSceneWidth - a YES value will make the Element's 
height match that of the scene (great for background art like the 
sky)

SizeHeightToSceneHeight - a YES value will make the 
Element's height match that of the scene 

PositionPercentageHeight - A decimal value to position an 
Element based on the height of the scene. Great for background 
elements like the sky. For example, 0.5 would put the Element at 
50 percent of the height on the y axis (centered).

PositionPercentageWidth - A decimal value to position an 
Element based on the width of the scene. Great for background 
elements like the sky. For example, 0.5 would put the Element at 
50 percent of the width on the x axis (centered).

Alpha - A number value for the alpha. 1 is 100%. This is a  
strangely absent option from the Scene editor. It is useful to set 
this to 0 if you want to perform an initial fade in Action.

ZDepth - A number value for the z depth. This can be set much 
easier in the scene editor, but we’ve included it anyway. 

Section 2

Elements Properties
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CameraOffset - A String value in {x, y} format to offset the 
Element IF it is following the Camera. 

CameraOffsetPhone - A String value in {x, y} format to offset the 
Element IF it is following the Camera and the device is an iPhone. 
This value is ignored on the iPad. 

MaxX - a Number value for the max X value the Element can be if 
it is following the user’s touch or being moved around 
dynamically.

MaxY - a Number value for the max Y value the Element can be.

MinX - a Number value for the minimum X value the Element can 
be.

MinY - a Number value for the minimum Y value the Element can 
be.

Triggering Events with Touches

TouchEvent - A Dictionary containing an unlimited amount of 
Events to run when the user touches the Element. If two Elements 
are touched at once, the higher visually of the two will win out and 
trigger the touch events. Events are detailed in their own chapter, 

but briefly,  touch events can be relatively simple like the one in 
the image below...

The event has a key (Increment1) and single value 
(SomeNumber). If you wanted to increment multiple values, you 
could change the value type from String to Array.... 

You can include an unlimited number of items in the Array, all will 
be affected.

Some events require a dictionary of their own to set the values 
needed. For example...
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RunAction is the event. MoveUpAndDown and LongFadeOut 
are the actions to perform. And Ball and Notes are the nodes 
being affected by the actions. Notice in this example, 
LongFadeOut is also an array that is affecting the nodes. 

TouchUpEvent - Identical to the TouchEvent dictionary but only 
runs when the user touches up after touching down on the 
Element.  Like TouchEvent, this dictionary is optional

MaxTouchCount - A number specifying the max number of times 
the Element can be touched and trigger an event. By default the 
amount is 0 (unlimited)

Actions

Every element can have their own Actions array to automatically 
run actions (on themselves). If you want an element to 
immediately trigger an Action on another node, use the Events 
dictionary and one of the action-related events, like RunAction. 

Events

Every element can have their own Events dictionary to 
automatically run events. We’ll detail those events in a dedicated 
chapter.  For the most part these are treated the same as other 
events, although if you want to act on the Element itself (the one 
running the Events), thats generally best done by setting the 
property directly in the Elements property list. For example, if you 
want to set a random texture, do that using the upcoming texture 
properties. Technically what happens here is the entire Events 
dictionary gets passed up the food chain to the main page class 
and sorted there. But there’s really no reference inserted into it as 
to “who” passed it up. You could of course give a specific name in 
the dictionary equaling that of the Element passing along the 
dictionary, but in the case of randomly generated Elements (with 
identical names) this could potentially change all the same-named 
Elements. 

Textures
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• SetTexture - The texture name to set. This value should be that 
of an image in any of your Asset catalog folders (yes you can 
have more than one). 

• SetTextureFromPool - the value will be a pool name (which 
contains 1 or more image names). The kit will cycle through 
these values starting with the first.

•

• SetRandomTextureFromPool - the value will also be a pool 
name (which contains image names). The kit will pick a random 
image to use. This is a great property to use when generating 
multiple Elements and have them vary their look.

• SetTextureFromPreference - The value should be equal to 
another value you set earlier (for example, using the SetValues 
dictionary or SetValuesIfNil dictionary). Essentially this is just 
an in-between reference to the texture. But like any variable, it 
can change over time. So the user might tap a button to change 
the value, then change the texture from the preference. 

You could also do something like.....

Because SetValuesFromPool (and all SetValue-related code is 
run first), the event cycles through a new value from the pool, 
then uses that value for the texture. This would be a great way to 
cycle through things like clothing choices for a character in your 
book.

• SetRandomTextureFromPoolPreference - like 
SetRandomTextureFromPool but will use a saved value for the 
pool name. 
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Special cases

WillRotateWithGesture - A YES value will add the element to 
rotation array in the page (note the RotationControls dictionary 
must already be set in the page). This property is intended for 
nodes that get added at runtime (for example using a generator)

Physics

Physics get their very own section in this chapter so keep 
reading!
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The Physics Definition window in the Scene editor has some cool features for making your Element (or SKSpriteNode) really come alive. 
To initially set a physics body, choose one from the Body Type pulldown. You can choose Bounding Rectangle, Bounding Circle or 
Alpha Mask.  Most likely you’ll want to use Alpha Mask because this sets the physics body to the actual shape of your image. For 
example if it was a star, the body would be a 5-pointed star. You can see the blue outline of the star’s physics body in the image below  
(ignore the purple rectangle used to resize the object). Keep in mind, these are bodies and just like in real life other objects can’t exist 
within another body.

• Dynamic - this toggle determines whether or not the body is part of the physics simulation. If you just want the body to define an 
immovable wall, toggle this off. If you 
want the body to be affected by gravity 
or another body pushing against it, 
toggle this on

• Allows Rotation - sometimes you just 
don’t want a body to rotate. For example, 
maybe the Element is a hot air balloon 
that should always be pointed upwards. 

• Pinned - Toggle on or off to pin the body 
to it’s parent. We haven’t talked about 
parenting in this guide yet, but it is 
possible. So if the body shouldn’t venture 

Section 3

Physics Setup
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from it’s parent, but still do things like rotate, turn this on.

• Affected By Gravity is obvious. This determines whether or not 
the Element is included in the gravity simulation. Keep in mind, 
you can have dynamic objects that aren’t affected by gravity. 

• Friction is how slippery the body’s surface is. 0 is like glass, 1 
is like sandpaper. This is very noticeable if you’ll have objects 
rolling down other surfaces like a marble roll.

• Restitution is how bouncy an object is. The higher, the more 
bouncy. 0 is not bouncy, 1 is very bouncy.

• Linear Damping - This property is used to simulate fluid or air 
friction forces on the body. The property must be a value 
between 0.0 and 1.0. The default value is 0.1. If the value is 0.0, 
no linear damping is applied to the object.

• Angular Damping - A property that reduces the body’s 
rotational velocity.

• Mass - the mass of the body in kilograms. But hey, its all 
relative. 
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To detect when one physics body has 
contacted any other physics body you’ll start 
by setting the Category Mask property (see 
the top green circle in the image). Category 
Mask IDs must be defined as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32, or 64. You can detect contacts with 
specific ID's by using the Contact Mask 
property (see the image). In this example, 
Balloon has a Category Mask of 1 and will 
detect a contact with any Element with a 
Category Mask of 8. In which case, you 
might want to set the Balloon's property list to have a dictionary of 
events for EventWithContact8 .  Note that an Element can detect 
contact with multiple categories. For example, Balloon2, Balloon3, 
and Balloon4, might each have different Category Masks, but as 
long as each of them sets 1 for their Contact Mask, then Balloon 
can react differently to each one. Or your physics based Element 
can simply do something when it contacts ANY other element with 
a Category Mask.

Section 4

Physics Contacts
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• EventWithAnyContact - A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element

• AllowMultipleContactsWithAny - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times

• EventWithContact1 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 1.

• AllowMultipleContactsWith1 - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 1

• EventWithContact2 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 2

• AllowMultipleContactsWith2  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 2

• EventWithContact4 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 4

• AllowMultipleContactsWith4  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 4

• EventWithContact8 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 8

• AllowMultipleContactsWith8  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 8

• EventWithContact16 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 16

• AllowMultipleContactsWith16  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 16

• EventWithContact32 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 32

• AllowMultipleContactsWith32  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 32
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• EventWithContact64 -  A String or more likely Dictionary with 
any events to do when the Element’s physics body collides with 
any other Element of Category Mask equaling 64

• AllowMultipleContactsWith64  - A Bool value for whether the 
event can be triggered multiple times when contacting an 
element with a Category Mask of 64

Initial Movements

• ImpulseVector  - You can set an initial impulse push on the 
Element in {x,y} format. So in the example below, the impulse 
would be 30 on the x axis and 30 on the y.

• ForceVector - You can set an initial force push on the Element 
in {x,y} format. Force is weaker than an impulse. It might take a 
much higher value to see an affect.

Buggy but working

IsCage - A Bool value set to YES will make the Element into a 
rectangular cage essentially. Objects can exist within it. The 
buggy part of this is where the body is in relation to the actual 
shape. Hopefully resolved by Xcode 7’s release.
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Events are the foundation of interaction in the kit. Here’s a few 
ways you can trigger events...

• By touching down or up on an Element. 

• By simply opening a new Page, events can be run 
automatically.

• By using a timer, you can run events repeatedly or just once, at 
time intervals you choose.

• By “listening” for certain values or other conditions. For 
example, if the iOS keyboard has a value (implying the reader 
typed their name). Or if a value does or does not equal 
something (for example, ApplesTouched is greater than 5). You 
can also listen for conditions like two objects intersecting 
(maybe for a puzzle type game). And you can setup event 
listeners in groups so some or ALL conditions have to be met 
before the events are run. 

• When any physics objects have collided with each other OR 
when specific physics objects collided. 

• When an Element is added to the scene, events can be run 
automatically.

• And finally when certain gestures have occurred, for example, 
the user has tapped twice with two fingers. Or the user has 
rotated something.

Setting Up Events - The Basics

How you setup an event is usually determined by how much data 
is needed to do something. For example, in the image below the 
CameraFollows event is relatively simple. You just need to 
define a new thing for the camera to follow. In this example, 
that’s Dog...

Section 1

Setting Up Events
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Sometimes you’ll want to change the String type to an Array so 
you can set multiple values for the same event. Notice in the next 
image the String now says Array, and the ShowOrHide property 
will be run on multiple nodes. 

Even though the ShowOrHide event is affecting many nodes 
(Village, Bar, and Jail), it’s requirements are simply “who” to affect. 
We don’t need to set a value for ShowOrHide because all it does 
is turn on or off the node’s visibility.  If an event can affect more 
than one node, you can switch the value from a String to Array 
and list multiple nodes. 

Some events need to be defined as a Dictionary so you can set 
both a key and value. For example, in the image below, you can 
see that the event is MoveNodeToNode and the Person’s 
position will be set to that of the Bartool’s position. 

Throughout this chapter you’ll see exactly how to set up each 
event. 

Setting Up Events - Advanced notes

Key values in a property list must have unique names. So you 
can’t do the following....

But you can set your own Dictionary names, and enclose the 
action within that. The parent dictionary name is ignored.

Events (and really anything in a Dictionary) gets run as an 
unordered list. So you can’t choose what thing happens before 
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another. Most likely you won’t need to, but the kit does prioritize a 
few events. SetValues, SetRandomValues, 
SetRandomNumberValues, SetValuesIfNil, 
SetValuesFromPool, SetValuesFromPoolReverse, Add, 
AddRandomElementFromFile all occur before every other event 
(when run at the same time).
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Lets take a look at some of the most common places to add a 
dictionary of events.... 

At the highlight labeled “A”, notice the dictionary is named 
TouchEvent, unlike all the other dictionaries which have the 
name Events.  TouchEvent is inside of an Element (Logo) so 
touching any Element in the scene with the name Logo, would 
trigger this event. Elements can trigger events in multiple ways, 
hence the more specific name of TouchEvent. Some of those 
other ways are also included in the image TouchUpEvent, 
EventWithAnyContact, and EventWithContact2 (the latter two 
are physics based contacts). 

At the highlight labeled “B”, the Events dictionary is listed in the 
Cover page’s dictionary. These events are run immediately after 
the page loads (but after parsing the property list and setting up 
the scene). You could use this to run actions, set or reset values, 
add random images, etc. 

At the highlight labeled “C”, the Events dictionary is listed inside 
of EventTimers > Timer1. The Timer1 dictionary can be started 
or stopped at anytime (the name you give your timer group is 
completely up to you). The Events listed within the dictionary 

Section 2

Where to add events (quick look) 
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here occur at time intervals specified by the other properties. 
They can run repeatedly or just once. Find out more here.

At the highlight labeled “D”, the Events dictionary is listed inside 
of EventListeners - Listener1.  The Events dictionary is only run 
if the conditions are met that are specified within dictionaries like 
ListenerFor!=  (this dictionary makes sure a certain value does 
not equal something). Event Listeners can be setup in groups, 
where all conditions must be met within the group. Find out more 
here. 

These are the 4 most common areas you’ll probably run Events. 

To find details on EVERY possible Event, skip to here.
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Using a mix of touch events, physics events, timers, listeners and 
automatically-run actions you have an arsenal of ways to trigger 
interactivity in your book app. 

Events in the kit are mainly focused on things that can’t be done 
by creating Actions in the Scene Editor, but the kit has many 
important events for running or stopping Actions. 

As of Xcode 7, you can now create Actions (or groups of Actions) 
with timeline editing options. So for example, you might create 
actions to play sounds, move elements up and down, perform 
very specific things like fading in briefly and fading out over 20 

seconds.  

So for the creation of most simple or common “visual events” the 
kit relies on the way more convenient Scene editor for creating 
and editing those actions. Read more here.

With that in mind, your event might simply be to RunAction with 
a key of MoveUpAndDown on one or more items in the scene 
(as seen highlighted in the first screenshot). Actions you create in 
the Scene editor do not have to be run automatically and can be 
triggered at anytime from an Events dictionary. 

Section 3

Events vs Actions
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This page shows the common Actions that Xcode 7 
provides you with to drag and drop into either your main 
scene (or an .sks file which will save your own action 
combinations). When you start building your own Actions, 
they will show up as possible actions to drag into your main 
scene (listed by the name you give them). This same name is 
what you’ll refer to them by when running Events in the 
property list. 

So imagine for a moment how many things you could do 
visually with just Xcode 7’s new features. 
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Events for using Actions
RunAction - Runs an action on one or more nodes

StopAction - Stops an action on one or more nodes

StopAllActions - Stops all actions on one or more nodes

RunOrStopAction - If the action is running it will be stopped, or if 
it is stopped, it will be run.

RunActionFromPool - “Pools” are basically just groups listing 
names. So this option allows you to list multiple action names 
and run them all at once.  Explained further in the Actions chapter

StopActionFromPool - Stops all actions from a pool.

RunActionFromPreference - This allows you to run a particular 
actions based on a user preference. This could be used for any 
action, but this is mostly intended for use with the 
AnimateWithTextures action. For example, the user could choose 
to read the book with a Cat character instead of a Dog character. 
Throughout every page of the book, you could then run animated 
frames representing the cat instead of the dog.  Explained further 
in the Actions chapter

StopActionFromPreference - Stops an action run from a 
preference

RunOrStopActionFromPreference - Run or stops an action from 
a preference. 
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Setting / Getting values

Setting/saving values are one of the most important aspects to 
interaction with the kit.  Technically they are saved as String 
objects in the NSUserDefaults, and can persist throughout the 
lifespan of the app. So if you prompted the user to enter their 
name using the keyboard, that name would appear as long as the 
app was installed (assuming the value was not reset to 
something else by a property).

Values could also be used with event listeners to check if a page 
(or game level) has been passed. Perhaps, the reader has to pop 
20 balloons before they can turn the page. When the page 
opens, you would set a BalloonCount value to 0. Increment it 
every time a balloon has been touched, and listen for it to equal 
20.

Don’t forget to make use of SetValuesIfNil when you need it. 
Sometimes you only need to set a value if the value doesn’t 
already exist. 

Note: setting or changing a value will automatically update any 
label using that value.

• SetValues - the contents of this dictionary will be key and value 
pairs for example, BalloonCount could equal 10. This gives 
you a way to reset values or set them. You might set Clock to 
30, in preparation for a countdown clock.

• SetValuesIfNil - Just like SetValues but it will only set these 
values if they don't already exist. This is the best option for 
setting initial defaults at the beginning of the book. 

Section 4

All Event Properties
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• SetRandomValues - A dictionary which sets a value to a 
random item in a Pool dictionary. This is useful for starting a 
new page with a random value, for example, a word to spell. 
You can have multiple items in this dictionary. 

• SetRandomNumberValues - A dictionary which sets a value to 
a random number. This is useful for starting a new page with a 
random value to accomplish a task. The number you set will be 
the max value (1 will be the minimum). In the screenshot below, 
notice the type is set to String, thats perfectly fine. You don’t 
have to set this to Number since all these values ultimately end 
up being saved as String objects in the Defaults. 

• SetValuesFromPool - This is a really handy property that lets 
you cycle through the values in a Pool in order. The pool is an 
array of string values you’ve set up equaling whatever you want. 
It could be random word values, random numbers (just be sure 
if you use numbers they are in String format in the pool array), 
or it could be a list of image textures. So for example, you could 
do something like this...

This would cycle through the pool and set a texture equaling that 
value. Keep in mind, the kit will always remember this value 
(unless you clear it) so the next time the app loads, the texture 
could still be that value (as long as you use the 
SetTextureFromPreference property on it initially)

• SetValuesFromPoolReverse - exactly like 
SetValuesFromPool but will step through the pool values in 
reverse.

• ClearValue or ClearValues - Enter the saved value as a String 
or Array of values, This is a quick way of setting values to 
nothing. This doesn’t actually set it to nil. 

• ZeroValue or ZeroValues - Enter the saved value as a String or 
Array of values, This is a quick way of setting values back to 0. 

• Increment-1 through Increment10 - For example if the key was  
Increment-1 and the value was be BalloonCount, then calling 
this would subtract 1 from BalloonCount.  Or if the key was 
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Increment10, then that would add 10.  You can easily adjust 
these incremental values in Page_Helpers.swift

• AddToValues - A dictionary containing the saved value as a key 
and a number as the value. Whatever current amount the key is, 
it will have the value added to it. So for example, if Coins was 
already 999 and we added 1,000, Coins would be 1,999 after 
this event. This is an important setting for Consumable In-App 
Purchases.

• SubtractFromValues -  A dictionary containing the saved value 
as a key and a number as the value. Whatever current amount 
the key is, it will have the value subtracted from it. So for 
example, if Coins was already 30 and we subtracted 
10, Coins would be 20 after this event.

• FlushSavedValues - CAUTION this will remove all values in the 
NSUserDefaults, essentially resetting the app, including any 
saved defaults for purchases. Not recommended if you have in-
app purchases. 

• OpenKeyboard  - enter the value you want to set or edit. For 
example, the reader's name.

• Output - enter any text you want to see in the Output window. 
This is just for debugging purposes. Your end user would never 
see these messages, but before submitting your app it’s best to 
remove these. 

• OutputValue - enter the name of a saved value you want to see 
in the Output window. This is just for debugging purposes. Your 
end user would never see these messages, but before 
submitting your app it’s best to remove these. 

If you set a value for Language there are some related properties 
you can use based on that value. Find out more here. 
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Adding / Revealing Elements

Adding or showing hidden nodes at runtime is an important part 
of any app. You’ll probably find the easiest thing to do is simply 
move Elements out of the visible area and set their Hidden 
property to YES. Then when needed, use the Show property and 
move the Element where you want it.  But if that’s too much 
clutter, you can add an Element from ANY other Scene (.sks) file 
using the Add property....

• Add - Create a Dictionary named Add, then include the two 
required properties, FromFile and WithName to identify 
the .sks file and Element. This will clone the Element (without 
adding the entire scene as a reference. Optionally you can set 
the NewName property to rename the clone. 

• AddRandomElementFromFile  - value should be a .sks file 
with multiple Element nodes (only one will be chosen to show). 

These elements get added in their same locations as the sks 
file.

• AddReferenceFromFile - value should a .sks file. Everything in 
the SKS file will be created and added.

• Show - value can be blank to show the current node touched or 
the value can be the name of any Element, SKSpriteNode or 
SKReferenceNode to show. This changes it's .hidden property 
to false. This will affect all nodes with that same name. You can 
change the String value to Array to add multiple name values.

• ShowOrHide - like the Show property but it will show the node 
if it is hidden, or hide the node if it is showing.

• Hide - Like the Show property, but it will hide the node.
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• Remove - value can be blank to remove the current node (if 
used as a touch event) or the value(s) can be the name of any 
node remove. 

Technically this changes it's name property to "removeNode", 
then after physics are simulated that frame, anything with a .name 
property of "removeNode" is cleared out. This will also change 
the node’s physics body Category Mask to 0 so it no longer 
responses to interactions before it is removed

  

Positioning  

Using Actions you can perform many time-based positioning 
events. The kit provides plenty of extra functionality though for 
moving or “sticking” one node to another.  Also keep in mind, 
your Scene can have an unlimited number of placeholder nodes 
(Empty Nodes with nothing but a Name property), to simply 
position other nodes. 

Using placeholders provides a lot of device specific flexibility 
because you can have two different Scene files (one for the iPad 
and one for the iPhone) and position the same-named 
Placeholders differently in each scene.

• MoveNodeToNode - A dictionary defining a key and value, 
being the node to move to another node's position. The value is 
the node that will stay put. Note that this is a one time 
movement and the node doesn’t attach permanently to the 
node.

• AnimateNodeToNode  - A dictionary defining a key and value, 
being the node to animate to another node's position. The value 
is the node that will stay put. The move occurs over 1 second 
by default. You can alter that with the AnimateNodeToNodeTime

• MoveNodeToSlot - Define a string value for the node name you 
want to move to the next available slot. Slots are predefined 
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locations in the scene using placeholders (Empty Nodes) with 
the name of Slot0, Slot1, Slot2, and so on, up to 100. Whatever 
node you place using MoveNodeToSlot the kit will find the next 
available slot and go to it.  This could be used to automatically 
place inventory items in a GUI style location, or it could be used 
to define locations to jump to, perhaps on a map. 

• AnimateNodeToSlot - Same as MoveNodeToSlot, but using 
an animation to move the node to the slot. 1 second is the 
default which you can alter with the AnimateNodeToSlotTime 
property.

• AttachNodeToSlot - Identical to MoveNodeToSlot but makes 
the moved-node permanently stick to the slot (useful if the 
camera is moving)

• MoveNodeOnPath - Identical to MoveNodeToSlot but each 
placeholder is defined as Path0, Path1, Path2  and so on. 
Whatever node you move will go to the next path placeholder.

• AnimateNodeOnPath - Same as MoveNodeOnPath, but using 
an animation to move the node to the slot. 1 second is the 
default. 1 second is the default which you can alter with the 
AnimateNodeToPathTime

• MoveNodeToInventorySlot -  Identical to MoveNodeToSlot 
but each placeholder is defined as InventorySlot0, 
InventorySlot1, InventorySlot2  and so on. Whatever node you 
move will go to the next available placeholder.

• AnimateNodeToInventorySlot - Same as 
MoveNodeToInventorySlot, but using an animation to move 
the node to the slot. 1 second is the default which you can alter 
with the AnimateNodeToInventorySlotTime

• AttachNodeToInventorySlot -  Identical to 
MoveNodeToInventorySlot but makes the moved-node 
permanently stick to the inventory slot (useful if the camera is 
moving)

• StickNodeToNode - A dictionary defining the terms of how the 
node will stick to the node.  See the image below for reference. 
Required entries are StickNode (which can be a String or Array 
to define multiple items) and ToNode.  Optional entries are 
Offset, Parallax or UseCurrentOffset. Offset and Parallax must 
be in { x, y } format. The default for Offset is {0,0} and the 
default for Parallax is {1, 1}. The example below will offset the y 
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location by -100, so Cloud1 and Cloud2 will both be -100 from 
the Balloon node. You can optionally include OffsetPhone as 
well as Offset to make it device specific. Parallax will act as a 
multiplier, so in the example below, the x location of Cloud1 
and Cloud2 will always match Balloon but the y value will be 
60%. If you set  UseCurrentOffset to a Bool value of YES, 
delete the Offset value and the kit will figure out the current 
difference of the StickNode and ToNode nodes and use that as 
the offset. 

Find out more here.

• RepositionBy - The key value will be the node to reposition and 
the value will be a String in {x, y} format. The x and y values will 
get added to the current position of the node. You can also do 
this with a “Move By” action (and perform it over a duration), so 
just consider this event a quick convenience. 

• RepositionBySafely - same as above, but delayed by 1/60 of a 
second to account for any other repositioning that might 
happen first.

• MoveNodeToTouch - value of the node name to move to the 
touch location. This can be a String or Array to move multiple 
nodes. 

• MoveNodeToNodeTouched - value of the node name to move 
to the location of the node touched. For example, in the image 
below, we moved Rain to Cloud1. This is primarily intended as 
a TouchEvent option, but the kit will remember the last node 
touched, so the property could be run from any event. 

• PositionPercentageWidth - A dictionary where the key is a 
decimal value  (used to multiply the scene width) and reposition 
the value (the node). In the example below, Balloon2Icon will 
be at 20% the width of the screen. Note that when a camera is 
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used, the node will actually be at 20% of the camera’s view 
port. 

• PositionPercentageHeight - Just like the previous property but 
for the height. Note that with both dictionaries (width and 
height) the value can also be an Array to reposition multiple 
nodes (see the example below). 

The Camera

ChangeCamera - the name of the camera to switch to. If you 
choose Camera1, the code will check for Camera1Phone (if the 
device is an iPhone). If one isn't found, then Camera1 will be 
searched for. 

CameraFollows - the node the camera will start following or 
switch to following. If a node can't be found, the camera won't 

follow anything. So you could set this to “None” and the camera 
will stop following a node it previously was following. 

Following Touch

• StartFollowingTouch - value of the node to begin following 
touch movements. If this is used as a TouchEvent you can 
leave the value blank and it will get applied to the Element 
touched.

• StopFollowingTouch - value of the node to stop following 
touch movements. Again if left blank the Element just touched 
will stop following touch movements.

• StartOrStopFollowingTouch - value of the node to start 
following touch movements if not already, and vice versa.
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• StopAllFollowingTouch - No value needed, this event will stop 
all nodes everywhere following the user's touch.

Enabling and Disabling Touch Events on 
Elements

• EnableTouch - the value will be the Element to enable touch 
events. 

• DisableTouch -  the value will be the Element to disable touch 
events. This doesn't remove the touch events dictionary, it just 
disables touching. If enabled later, the TouchEvents defined in 
the property list are still there.  

• EnableTouchUp - the value will be the Element to enable touch 
up events. 

• DisableTouchUp -  the value will be the Element to disable 
touch up events. This doesn't remove the touch events 
dictionary, it just disables touching. If enabled later, the 
TouchEvents defined in the property list are still there.  

Physics

• ReverseGravity - will reverse whatever the gravity currently is 
in the scene. No value is needed. If the gravity was {2, 4} it will 
be {-2, -4}

• ReverseGravityOnX - will reverse whatever the gravity currently 
is, but only on the x axis

• ReverseGravityOnY - will reverse whatever the gravity currently 
is, but only on the y axis

• GravityOn - the value will be the Element to enable gravity. The 
Element should already have a physics body set.

• GravityOff -   the value will be the Element to no longer be 
affected by gravity. The Element should already have a physics 
body set. 

• GravityOnOrOff -   the value will be the Element to toggle the 
effect of gravity on them

• DynamicOn - the value will be the Element to toggle the 
physics dynamic property on. Once on, it will be included in the 
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scene’s physics simulations. The Element should already have a 
physics body set.

• DynamicOff - the value will be the Element to toggle the 
physics dynamic property off. The Element will be excluded 
from physics simulations but still retain it’s collision body. The 
Element should already have a physics body set.

• DynamicOnOrOff - will toggle the dynamic property on or off.

• RotationOn - will allow the physics body to rotate.

• RotationOff - will disable the physics body from rotating. 

• RotationOnOrOff  - will toggle whether or not the physics body 
is allowed to rotate.

• SetGravity - sets the world’s gravity in  {x, y} format. In the 
example below, gravity is -2 on the y axis and gravity is 0 on the 
x axis (so no pull on x)

• ForceVector - when used as a TouchEvent set a String value 
for the force to apply to the Element touched. The vector is 
defined in  {x, y} format.  This can also be a Dictionary where 
each key name is the Element and the key value is the vector 
(see the image below). 

• ImpulseVector - when used as a TouchEvent set a String value, 
for the vector impulse to apply to the Element touched. The 
vector is defined in  {x, y} format.  This can also be a Dictionary 
where each key name is the Element and the key value is the 
vector (see the image above). 

• StopPhysics - You might notice when trying to stop a physics 
body from moving (for example, by disabling gravity or rotation) 
it still has “something” pushing it around. This is probably due 
to leftover forces and angular velocities still being applied. If 
that’s the case, use this property. 

Start or Stop Generators / Timers / Listeners
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• StartGenerator - the value should match that of a key in the 
Generators dictionary. This will start the generator. 

• StopGenerator - the value should match that of a key in the 
Generators dictionary to stop.

• StartGeneratorFromPreference - the value should match that 
of a saved value (which equals a generator name to start)

• StopGeneratorFromPreference - the value should match that 
of a saved value (which equals a generator name to stop)

• StartTimer - the value should match that of a key in the 
EventTimers dictionary. This will start the timer. 

• StopTimer - the value should match that of a key in the 
EventTimers dictionary to stop

• StartListener- the value should match that of a key in the 
EventListeners dictionary. This will start the entire listener 
group. See the next diagram for an example. This would start 
the entire group

• StopListener - the value should match that of a key in the 
EventListeners dictionary to stop

Textures

• SetTexture - A String when used as a TouchEvent or Dictionary 
when used as a non-Touch Event. See both examples below....
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• SetTextureSafely - same as above but will stop all actions on 
the Element (this is needed if the Element is animating textures) 

• SetTextureFromPool - A String when used as a TouchEvent or 
Dictionary when used as a non-Touch Event. As a String the 
value will be the Pool name. The Element will cycle through the 
textures in the pool starting with the first. When used as a 
Dictionary key (see below) each key will be the Element to 
change texture, and the value will be the Pool Name.

• SetRandomTextureFromPool - You can randomize a texture 
by setting the value of pool. The pool should contain the names 
of possible textures to use. For example, Cloud1, Cloud2, etc.

• SetTextureFromPreference -  The value should be equal to 
another value you set earlier (for example, using the SetValues 
dictionary or SetValuesIfNil dictionary). Essentially this is just 
an in-between reference to the texture. But like any variable, it 

can change over time. So the user might tap a button to change 
the value, then change the texture from the preference. 

You could also do something like.....

Because SetValuesFromPool (and all SetValue-related code is 
run first), the event cycles through a new value from the pool, 
then uses that value for the texture. This would be a great way to 
cycle through things like clothing choices for a character in your 
book. 

Alpha, Depth, Rotation & Flipping
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• Alpha - You can set the alpha value as an event. This is useful 
for mass changes if you create an array of nodes for the value 
(see the image below)

• ZDepth -  You can set the Z position value as an event. This is 
useful for mass changes if you create an array of nodes for the 
value (see the image below)

• Rotation - You can set the rotation value as an event. This is 
useful for mass changes if you create an array of nodes for the 
value (set up like the ZDepth and Alpha seen below.)

•

• FlipX - the node to flip horizontally on the X axis.

• FlipY - the node to flip vertically on the Y axis.

Sounds

• PlayBackgroundSound - the value will be the sound file minus 
extension (the code will add .mp3 to the end). 

• StopBackgroundSound - the value will be the sound file minus 
extension  (the code will add .mp3 to the end). 

• PlayOrStopBackgroundSound - the value will be the sound 
file minus extension (the code will add .mp3 to the end). 

• PlayOrStopNarrationSound - the value will be the sound file 
minus extension (the code will add .mp3 to the end). 

• PlayNarrationSound - the value will be the sound file minus 
extension (the code will add .mp3 to the end). 

• StopNarrationSound - the value will be the sound file minus 
extension (the code will add .mp3 to the end).

Note: you can choose whether or not narration and background 
sounds stop when the page transitions using Page Settings 
properties.

• PlaySound -  the value will be the sound file PLUS extension 
(the source can be any supported sound format). 
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Actions

• RunAction - Usually setup as a dictionary with RunAction as 
the dictionary name.  Within the dictionary you list the nodes as 
the key with the value as the name of the Action. In the example 
below, Balloon and Balloon2 would both run an action named 
Pop. If multiple nodes were named Balloon or Balloon2 all 
would do the action.

Alternatively if you only want to run the action on the Element 
touched, you can set it up like the following image...

In the image above, the action will only be applied to itself and no 
other Elements. This is important if you had multiple elements 
named Balloon onstage, but only wanted to Pop the one 
touched. 

• StopAction - The Action name to stop. The Element must be 
running an action with this name to see any affect. Setup 
identical to RunAction. Harmless if the node isn’t running an 
action.

• RunOrStopAction - The Action name to run or stop. If the 
action is running it will be stopped, or if it is stopped, it will be 
run.

• StopAllActions - All actions on the node(s) will be stopped

• RunActionFromPool - Can be an Array or String. The value or 
items in the array should be string values listing the name of an 
item in either the Page's ActionPool or the Root ActionPool. 

These pools are basically just groups for actions to run together.  
So for example, when calling Group1 to run, all of the actions 
below in the ActionPool would run within Group1. 
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Note that using RunAction (as a dictionary) essentially does the 
same thing, but the ActionPool dictionary is a convenient way for 
you to save Actions together.

• StopActionFromPool - Same as RunActionFromPool but this 
will stop all the Actions.

• RunOrStopActionFromPool - If the Actions in the pool are 
running, they will be stopped. If stopped, they will run.

• RunActionFromPreference - This allows you to run a particular 
actions based on a user preference. This could be used for any 
action, but this is mostly intended for use with the 
AnimateWithTextures action. For example, the user could 
choose to read the book with a Cat character instead of a Dog 
character. Throughout every page of the book, you could then 
run animated frames representing the cat instead of the dog. 

At some point before running this Action you would need to set 
the value of BalloonAnimation to that of an Action name. You 
can set values from events like so...

And notice too the dictionary is SetValuesIfNil, which will only set 
a value if one doesn’t exist. So this would not override a previous 
set preference.

If you use this property as a Dictionary, name it 
RunActionFromPreference, and add key / value pairs inside 
with the node as the key (for example in the image below, Star 
and Balloon) with the values as preferences as (for example 
StarAnimation and BalloonAnimation). 

• StopActionFromPreference - Stops an action run from a 
preference

• RunOrStopActionFromPreference - Run or stops an action 
from a preference.

Pausing Scene
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• Pause - value should be the node name you want to pause. 
This will pause all Actions on the node. The value can be a 
String or Array to pause multiple nodes.

• Unpause -  value should be the node name you want to 
unpause. The value can be a String or Array to unpause multiple 
nodes.

• PauseOrUnpause - value should be the node name you want 
to unpause or pause. If paused, the node will unpause and vice 
versa. The value can be a String or Array to target multiple 
nodes.

• PauseOrUnpausePage - value can be blank, this will unpause / 
pause the main scene (which pauses everything in it).

Changing & Transitioning Pages 

• OpenPage - the value will be the item in the Pages dictionary 
(and corresponding .sks file) of the scene to open.

• Continue - No value needed, this will make the Scene change 
to the last viewed Page (from previously using the app).

• NextPage - The value should equal the name of an Array in the 
PageOrder dictionary. For example, "Chapter1". The kit will 
choose the next page to go to by finding the current page in the 
page order and going to the next one. 

• PreviousPage -  The value should equal the name of an Array 
in the PageOrder dictionary. For example, "Chapter1". The kit 
will choose the previous page to go to by finding the current 
page in the page order and going to the one before it. 

• OpenRandomPage - The value should equal the name of an 
Array in the Pools dictionary. This will pick a random item from 
the array and go to that page. 
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• Transition - Enter a value of either CrossFade, 
DoorsCloseHorizontal, DoorsCloseVertical, 
DoorsOpenHorizontal, DoorsOpenVertical, DoorWay, 
FadeWithColor, Fade, FlipHorizontal, FlipVertical, 
MoveInWithDirection, PushWithDirection, 
RevealWithDirection. This will adjust the value for the next 
transition.

• TransitionTime  - Set a number value to specify the duration 
for the next page transition.

• TransitionDelay  - Set a number value to specify the delay to 
occur before the next transition. If you set 5 and then call an 
OpenPage event, the transition will be delayed 5 seconds.

• TransitionColor  - If the transition uses the color property, you 
can specify it by using a hex value or some generic colors like 
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Magenta, Cyan, 
Brown, Grey (or Gray), Black, White

• TransitionDirection  - If the transition uses the direction 
property, you can specify it here using Up, Down, Left or Right

Note: these transition settings can all be set in the Pages > 
Settings dictionary.

Misc

FlushSavedValues - No value needed. This will clear all Saved 
values. Don’t run this event while also setting new values, as the 
new values might be set prior to the flush. 
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Listeners allow you to check values or other conditions and run 
an unlimited number of Events when the condition is met. And 
you can listen for multiple conditions in a group, or ALL listeners. 

Consider some of the reasons you might want to use 
EventListeners. 

• A card game similar to Black Jack. If a value is too high, the 
page is reset. If it’s below a value, you keep playing.

• The user can’t continue until the keyboard has a value (i.e. not 
blank). This could be used to make the reader provide a name 
to include in the story.

• In a spelling game, the user might have to write a specific 
words in the keyboard. 

• In a puzzle pairing game, you could listen for a specific number 
of pieces pairing together. 

• In a drag and drop game, you could listen for specific Elements 
intersecting with each other. This could be combined with 

physics games or maze games where the user has to navigate 
the scene to get to a certain point. 

• A game where the reader has to touch a certain number of 
Elements (and possibly not touch another Element).

• You could even check to see if an Element’s texture preference 
is matching a specific value (or multiple texture preferences). 
This could be useful for a dress up game.

• The user has to find and collect a certain number of things. 

Section 5

Event Listeners
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Introduction 

The EventListeners dictionary is setup on a per-page basis. For 
each listener or group of things to listen for, you’ll create a sub-
dictionary of any name you want. For example, Listener1 in the 
image below....

Within this dictionary, you will need to create an Events 
dictionary to define what will happen when the listening condition 
is met. Then add a dictionary specifically named either...

• ListenFor        (equality)

• ListenFor>     (greater than)

• ListenFor<      (less than)

• ListenFor!=       (non-equality)

• ListenForIntersection      (intersection)

• ListenForPairing      (intersection meant for pairing)

In the example image, you can see that the ListenFor dictionary 
contains a key named Popped with a String value of 10 (even 
though 10 is a number, set the type to String). The kit will 
repeatedly check to see if the value of Popped equals 10. If so 
the Events are run.

You can set Popped using any of the event properties that that 
deal with setting values. 

That’s “listening” at it’s most basic.

Enabled by Default, but...

As of version 1.05, you can setup listeners that are not running 
right away by setting the Enabled property to NO within the 
listener group. 

Multiple conditions...
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You can add another value within the ListenFor dictionary...

If Popped is 10 OR MushroomsEaten is 50, then the Events will 
run. So this is an “either or” condition. Both do not have to be 
met for the Events to run.

If you want all conditions in the group to be met before 
performing the Events, then set the MeetAllConditionsInGroup 
property to YES. 

Be sure to put this inside the group dictionary, but outside the 
ListenFor dictionary.

Once a condition is met it is “checked off the list” basically. So 
once Popped is 10, one condition is true. Then 
MushroomsEaten just needs to be 50.  Whenever 
MushroomsEaten is 50, Popped could be greater than 10, and 
the Events will still run.

You do not need to set this property if you only have condition in 
the group. In fact, you should not, because each page can only 
have 5 total MeetAllConditionsInGroup properties running. 

Multiple Listeners per group...

Your group can have multiple dictionary conditions. For example, 
you could have both...

• ListenFor   (equality)

• ListenFor!=   (non-equality) 
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Now Listener1 is listening for Popped to equal 10 (at some 
point), MushroomsEaten at 50 (at some point) and UserName to 
not equal nothing. 

Meeting All Conditions Across all Listeners...

If you have multiple groups, you can optionally choose to set:

AllListenersMustBeMet to YES 

This property is set inside the EventListeners dictionary and 
outside of any interior dictionaries. See the image below...

Now, all conditions in every group must be true for the Events 
dictionary to run. Ahhhh, but which dictionary is that. Since you 
won’t necessarily know which condition is satisfied last, your 
Events dictionary should probably be the same in each group. 
Unless you want to do something different depending on which 
condition is done last. 

Hmmm... could lead to some interesting decisions. 

Re-running the Same Listener 

You can use the AlwaysListen property to re-run the same 
listener over and over again. Notice in the screenshot below, 
we’ve removed the MeetAllConditionsInGroup property and 
replace it with AlwaysListen. Now every time we do something 
like drop Quarter into the Quarter_Hole, it will run the Events.

Greater than and Less than 
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If you set either of these two listening conditions.... 

ListenFor>     (greater than)

ListenFor<      (less than)

...the code will convert the string values to actual numeric values 
then see if the condition is truly less than or greater than. This 
might be necessary if for example, you want to see if a value like 
Popped is at least 10, but it could potentially by more if 
something in the page increments it’s value directly from 8 to 11 
by adding 3. In a scenario like that, Popped would never have 
equalled 10 exactly, and a straight ListenFor (equality condition) 
wouldn’t be satisfied. So this is why you might want to use the 
ListenFor> or ListenFor< options.

Intersection and Puzzle Pairing Conditions

ListenForIntersection      (intersection)

ListenForPairing      (intersection meant for pairing)

These two conditions are nearly identical code-wise, the 
difference is what happens to the Elements that are detected 
intersecting. 

First take a look at the Listener2 group in the following image...

Inside the ListenForPairing dictionary we have entries for each 
PuzzlePiece(1 through 4) intersecting each PuzzleBase(1 
through 4).  The MeetAllConditionsInGroup property is set to 
YES, so all 4 pieces have to be paired before the Events are run. 
Note you can include as many pieces and bases as you want. 

The setup for ListenForPairing and ListenForIntersection is 
identical, but when a “pairing” occurs the key element moves to 
the exact same location as the value element (e.g. the 
PuzzlePiece goes to PuzzleBase’s position). Then the element 
acting as the PuzzlePiece has it’s TouchEvents removed and is 
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no longer set to follow the user’s touch. In other words the piece 
can’t be moved once paired. 

Notice too, the Events dictionary in this example, actually 
removes all the PuzzleBases and PuzzlePieces, then sets a 
different Element named PuzzleCompleted to Show itself. For 
extra fun, gravity was enabled on PuzzleCompleted so it floats 
around the scene.

Starting and Stopping Event Listeners

As of version 1.05, you can start and stop listeners from an event. 

The event properties are...

StartListener - the value will be the listener group name to start. 
See the image below. Note, this is the Listener group name. All 
listener conditions in the group will be stopped. 

StopListener - the value will be the listener group name to stop.
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Take a deep breath after that last section. EventTimers are far 
easier to setup. Create a dictionary in the page named 
EventTimers. You can add as many sub-dictionary timers, 
named anything you want. You can start and stop timers by 
referencing these names. The example to the right simply uses 
the names Timer1 and Timer2.

Each timer should have an Events dictionary. These events will 
get called at least once (if the timer is enabled), but the real 
power of timers is making them repeat at intervals using the 
following properties...

• Delay - a number value for the initial delay to wait before 
running the events. 1 would be a 1 second delay.

• Repeat - a number value for the amount of times the Timer will 
run the events again. 100 would run the Events 100 times.

• Frequency - a number value for the amount of time between 
repetitions. 1 would wait 1 second before running the events 
again.

• Enabled - a Bool value for whether or not the timer runs when 
the page loads. NO would turn it off initially. 

You can start or stop the timer using the StartTimer or 
StopTimer events. The value would be the timer’s dictionary 
name. 

Section 6

Event Timers
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Xcode 7 introduces the option to 
visually compose Actions on a timeline. 
You can do this in the Scene for your 
page OR you can create a new Scene 
file specifically for Actions you’ll name 
and use later. Which is what you’re 
seeing in the image to the right. This is 
a file called YourActions.sks. 
Fortunately when using your action 
later, the file name is inconsequential. 
All you have to remember is the name 
of the Action (in this example, it is 
YourFirstAction). Which is what we 
would refer to it by in the Property List.

By clicking the + icon where the first 
green arrow is pointing, you’ll create 
and name your actions. 

From there, you’ll simply drag and drop Actions into the timeline. You can change their duration, settings, etc from the Attributes 
editor on the right. You can even select multiple Actions and make them loop infinitely. Actions make it easy to compose a series of 

Section 1

Introduction to Actions
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sounds, or sequence of animations all without writing code or setting properties in the kit’s Property List. All we have to do is tell the 
action to run, or stop. Most likely you’ll want to set up your Actions right on the page you’ll be designing (so you can preview them easily)

Where the Orange arrow is pointing below, you can toggle between Animate and Layout. In Layout mode you can move your nodes 
around the scene. In Animate mode the timeline will play and you can see the affect of your Actions. 
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Reuse your own Actions!

The custom Actions you create can be reused. Every time you create an action, it will get 
added to the Object library. In the image to the right, the items with dotted square icons 
are all Actions I created to test things. So these Action references can be dropped back 
into the timeline and used elsewhere. 

If you create a series of Actions in your scene on a specific node and think it is worth 
saving for later, select all the Actions, right click and choose Convert to Reference. 
Notice in the screen shot below, there are some other useful options like Cut, Copy, 
Delete, Duplicate, Reverse (cool!), and Create Loop. 
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Actions for Animation

Your most frequented action when 
building an amazing book app will 
probably be the 
AnimateWithTextures Action.

Drag it into the timeline, set your 
duration, then add frames for the 
Elements animation sequence. To 
find the frames to add, you’ll need to 
switch from the Object Library tab 
to Media Library tab (where the 
second arrow is pointing).

You can set up an unlimited number 
of animations, ready for use later in 
the app by simply providing the 
name you chose. 
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Actions are typically triggered to run (or stop) from an event. This 
could be ANY event, TouchEvent, TouchUpEvent, or ANY of the 
other various ways to call events. There’s plenty…

• RunAction - This is usually setup as a dictionary with 
RunAction as the name. The action name is the key, and the 
node to run the action is the value. For example…

If you wanted multiple nodes to run the same action, they could 
by changing the type to an array and listing each node. For 
example, Balloon, Balloon2….

Alternatively if you only want to run the action on the Element 
touched, you can set it up like the following image…

The action will only be applied to itself and no other Elements. 
This is important if you had multiple Balloon elements onstage, 
but only wanted to Pop the one touched. 

• StopAction - The Action name to stop. The Element must be 
running an action with this name to see any affect. Setup 
identical to RunAction. The setup is identical to RunAction

• RunOrStopAction - The Action name to run or stop. If the 
action is running it will be stopped, or if it is stopped, it will be 
run. The setup is identical to RunAction

• StopAllActions - All actions on the node(s) will be stopped

Section 2

Controlling Actions from the Property List
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• RunActionFromPool - Can be an Array or String. The value or 
items in the array should be string values listing the name of an 
item in either the Page's ActionPool or the Root ActionPool. 

These pools are basically just groups for actions to run together.  
So for example, when calling Group1 to run, all of the actions 
below in the ActionPool would run within Group1. 

Note that running a Dictionary of Actions essentially does the 
same thing, but the ActionPool dictionary is a convenient way for 
you to save Actions together.

• StopActionFromPool - Same as RunActionFromPool but this 
will stop all the Actions.

• RunOrStopActionFromPool - If the Actions in the pool are 
running, they will be stopped. If stopped, they will run.

• RunActionFromPreference - This allows you to run a particular 
action based on a user preference. This could be used for any 
action, but this is mostly intended for use with the 
AnimateWithTextures action. For example, the user could 
choose to read the book with a Cat character instead of a Dog 
character. Throughout every page of the book, you could then 
run animated frames representing the cat instead of the dog. 

At some point before running this Action you would need to set 
the value of BalloonAnimation to that of an Action name. You 
can set values from events like so...

And notice too the dictionary is SetValuesIfNil, which will only set 
a value if one doesn’t exist. So this would not override a previous 
set preference.

If you use this property as a Dictionary, name it 
RunActionFromPreference, and add key / value pairs inside 
with the node as the key (for example in the image below, Star 
and Balloon) with the values as preferences as (for example 
StarAnimation and BalloonAnimation). 
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• StopActionFromPreference - Stops an action run from a 
preference

• RunOrStopActionFromPreference - Run or stops an action 
from a preference.

Special Notes 

As a convenience, you can use RunActionFromPreference in an 
Elements main dictionary (or Events dictionary). Obviously normal 
Actions can be run automatically through the Scene editor.

RunActionFromPreference is an important property for showing 
an animation that the user has chosen.
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You can watch a video on this feature here.

The Basics

Composing SKActions from the property list is incredibly easy, 
and the kit provides plenty of example to copy and paste from.

Below is an example of how to compose an action to 
show animated textures on an Element…

Note that the AirplaneAction dictionary will be the name of the 
action we’ll refer to when running (or stopping) the action. 
The AirplaneAction dictionary is inside of a dictionary called 

Actions, which can be included on every one of your pages, and 
include an unlimited number of potential Actions to use.

If your Actions will be used on multiple pages, you can include 
an Actions dictionary in the Root of the property list…

Section 3

Composing Actions entirely from the Property List
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Running the Action

The events to run actions composed with the property list or 
composed in action files are identical. In the example below, you 
can see we have a dictionary named RunAction  (in this case, 
within the Events dictionary of the page). Inside the RunAction 
dictionary, you can list as many actions that you need to run. 
Each has their key set to the action name (in this case it is 
AirplaneAction), and the value can be either a single String value 
or an Array. In the example below, the value is an Array which lists 
two Elements (Vehicle, Vehicle2) to run the action on.

Common Properties for Actions

The example action in the previous screenshots is a bit different 
than most, because it involves animating textures. The other 
actions, which you’ll see in a moment, share the following 
properties. We'll describe them all here so we don't need to 
repeat ourselves too much.

• Wait – a number value for the amount of time to wait before 
running the action. The default is 0.

• Duration – how long the action event will occur, for example, a 
value of 2 would run the action for 2 seconds. The default is 1.

• Ease – this determines the easing effect applied to the action. 
Values are: EaseIn, EaseOut, EaseInEaseOut, Linear (no 
easing). The default is EaseOut.

• Reverse – A bool value. YES will reverse the action after the 
initial action runs. This only has an effect on some actions.

• Repeat – How many times the action will repeat. -1 will repeat it 
forever. 0 will run the action once, then stop.  The default is -1.

• Events – this is a dictionary to run an unlimited number of 
events after each action event. If the action repeats, the events 
dictionary will be run again. This could be useful for doing 
something as simple as playing sounds with each cycle of the 
action, or you could even run other actions. Running other 
actions gives you the option to create lengthy action 
sequences.
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Scale / Resize Action Example

You have four options for scaling nodes…

• ScaleTo – A number value to scale the node to. 2 would be 
200%. 1 would bring the node back to 100% (it’s original size). 
0.5 would scale it to 50%.

• ScaleBy – A number value to scale the node by an amount. For 
example. 0.5 would scale it by 50%.

• ResizeToWidth – a number value to resize only the width to an 
exact size.

• ResizeToHeight  – a number value to resize only the height to 
an exact size.

Rotation Action Example

You have two options for rotating nodes…

• RotateTo – A number to rotate the node to an exact amount (in 
degrees)

• RotateBy  – A number to rotate the node by an amount (in 
degrees). For example, rotating it by 360 would make the node 
do a complete rotation. This is reversible.
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Move Action Example

You have two options for moving nodes…

• MoveTo – a string value in {x , y} format to move the node to.

• MoveBy – a string value in {x , y} format to move the node by. 
For example, {0,50} would move the node from its current 
location by 0 points on the x axis and 50 points on the y 
axis.  This is reversible.

Fade Action Example

You have two options for fading nodes (which affects the alpha 
property of the node)…

• FadeTo – A number to fade the node to. The range would be a 
decimal value from 0 to 1, with 0 being 0% (completely 
transparent) and 1 being 100% (non-transparent)

• FadeBy – A number to fade the node by, from whatever it’s 
current alpha value is.
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Animated Textures Examples

Animating the textures of an Element is done through the 
following properties…

AnimateTextures – an Array containing image names to use as 
textures for the animation. These images do NOT need @2x.png 
in their entries.

FPS – the frames per second for the animation. So any value from 
1-60. If excluded, the default is 60.

Resize – a Boolean YES or NO value to resize the textures to the 
size of the Element. If excluded, the default is YES.

Restore – a Boolean YES or NO value to restore the original 
texture of the Element after the animation has finished. If 
excluded, the default is NO.
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Labels with dynamic (changeable) values are relatively 
simple to setup and only have a handful of properties. 
But you can use them to dramatically change your 
book. The label could display the reader’s name (and 
that name would be remembered every time the app is 
opened), the label could show the time remaining to 
play a game, or the value of anything you set using the 
various SetValue events or opening the iOS Keyboard.

To set this up, all you need to do is drag out a Label 
from the Object Library into the scene and give it a 
Name property. For example, WelcomeMessage.

Then in either your page dictionary or in the Root, 
create a Labels dictionary, then a sub-dictionary with a 
matching name, so again, in this example, that would 
be WelcomeMessage. 

We can now set the following properties which will 
change the label at runtime....

Section 1

Labels
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TextWithSavedValue - Enter the saved value name to swap with 
the main text. For example, you might enter UserName so at 
runtime whatever the last saved value for UserName would be 
used for the text. 

TextIfNoSavedValue - If a saved value can't be found, you can 
use alternate text you specify here.

Prefix - enter any text to appear in front of the main text.

Postfix - enter any text to appear after the main text. 

PrefixFromPool -   Random prefix text from a Pool array (see the 
image below). The value should be equal to a pool name. For 
example, WelcomeMessages, would pull a random value from 
the three possible options below. 

PostfixFromPool -  Random postfix text from a Pool array

TextFromPool -  Random base text from a Pool array

TextFromLanguage - a Dictionary defining text for a different 
language. ANY language, Klingon, Elvish, its up to you.  The 

"Language" value should be set initially using the SetValuesIfNil 
dictionary with a key named "Language" and the default language 
as the value. The entire setup for this is shown below. 

You can find out more by watching this video

Labels are Nodes

Keep in mind labels can be treated like any other node. So the 
same actions or properties that can be run on a node, apply to 
Labels as well. You can stick them to other nodes, run actions on 
them, hide / show them, etc. 
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You can drag an Emitter into your scene, Name it, and treat it like any other 
node. You can stick them to other nodes, run actions on them, hide / show 
them, etc. If you want to customize your own particle emitter, you can set the 
Particle Texture to any image, then begin defining how the particles are 
emitted using Birthrate, Maximum, Lifetime, etc. You’ll notice in the 
screenshot to the right, there’s no shortage of options. And customizing these 
can take a lot of trial and error. So we have a solution....

If you create a new file in Xcode you can choose SpriteKit Particle File, then 
choose from a pulldown of pre-made particles. 

Section 2

Particle Emitters
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Give your particle file a name, for example, 
Magic.sks. 

Next, go back to your Scene file and give your 
emitter the same name (minus .sks). So for 
example, Magic. 

The code will notice this match and replace the 
emitter in your scene with the preset emitter in 
Magic.sks

You can modify any of the settings in the .sks file 
and they’ll be used in the Scene. 

And since the placeholder emitter in the Scene 
defaulted to have 0 values for most options, if you 
set those to anything other than 0 the kit will use 
those values. 

So your .sks file is essentially a base template, and 
the placeholder emitter can override the template.

Cool huh! 
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We’ve already discussed the camera settings in this guide, but I 
thought it was worth explaining them further. 

Notice in the top screenshot to the right, the camera is in the 
middle of the screen. When the app runs though the camera is 
immediately focused on the Balloon. The camera will stay focused 
on this Element wherever it goes. So if it moves right, the camera 
moves right. This gives your Pages some really interesting 
options. 

• Readers might need to search for things in wider expanse than 
just the viewable area. 

• Readers could navigate a single tall or wide page to read a story 
instead of the traditional page-to-page style of reading.

• You could use physics impulses to fling a main character toward 
something else, and the camera will track even highspeed 
interactions like this (think Angry Birds).

• Using the StickNodeToNode dictionary with a Parallax property, 
other nodes can move relative in relation to the node the camera 

Section 3

Cameras and Sticky Nodes
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follows. This creates really cool parallax effects. Or you can 
keep GUI elements in place while the camera moves around. 

So in case you overlooked it earlier here are some the main 
properties for setting up the camera to follow another node in a 
page’s Settings dictionary.....

• InitialCamera - the name value of a camera you’ve added to 
the scene. Once you set this property the Scene’s “view” will 
use that camera. This option is important because you can treat 
the camera much like any other node. Move it around, scale it, 
make it follow a specific node, switch cameras, etc. 

• InitialCameraPhone - Like the property above, but only applies 
to iPhone devices. This is an important option because for 
many pages you could probably use a single Scene file (.sks 
file) instead of making an entire duplicate for the phone, and 
simply use a different camera dedicated to the phone. You can 

zoom using the Scale property. We suggest setting 0.75 for 
both the x and y of the camera dedicated to the phone.  

• CameraFollows - the value will be the node the camera will 
lock onto and follow. Most likely this will be the name of one of 
the Element class sprites you’ve added (but this could even be 
a particle emitter). 

• CameraFollowsOnX - the value will be the node the camera 
will lock onto and follow but ONLY on the x axis. This is a good 
option if your art work is sized in such a way that lowering or 
raising the camera would reveal the edges

• CameraFollowsOnY  - the value will be the node the camera 
will lock onto and follow but ONLY on the y axis. 

• CameraOffset - an offset value in {x, y} format to adjust the 
camera in relation to the node it is following. 

• CameraOffsetPhone -  an offset value in {x, y} format to adjust 
the camera in relation to the node it is following. This value is 
ignored if the device is an iPad as it only affects the iPhone.

• NodesFollowCamera - a String or Array of strings to define 
which nodes will stay locked onto the camera when it follows 
another node. Particularly useful for things like a background 
sky, because once locked into the camera it will appear infinite. 
In other words, you would not need to make the sky any larger 
than the camera. 
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Sticking Nodes to Nodes

StickNodeToNode can be called as an Event but you can also 
include this dictionary in the main group of your page. For 
example....

Inside the StickNodeToNode dictionary you will create sub-
dictionaries to define the terms of how each node (or array of 
nodes) will stick to another node.  See the image below for 
reference. 

Required entries are...

•  StickNode - which can be a String or Array to define multiple 
nodes to move in relation to another node

• ToNode - the node to stick to.

• ToNodePhone - if the device is a phone, you can set an 
alternate node to stick to. This property is ignored on the iPad, 
and if it is excluded, the phone will use the ToNode property.

 Optional entries are....

• Offset - a value in { x, y } format. The default for Offset is {0,0} 
which means the StickNode(s) will not be offset at all on the x 
or y axis.

• Parallax - a value in { x, y } format. The default for Parallax is {1, 
1}, which means the StickNode(s) will move 100% on the x and 
y axis in relation to the ToNode. The x and y values you enter 
will each multiply the position of the StickNode after any offset 
values. 
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• UseCurrentOffset - If you set this value to YES, then delete the 
Offset value and the kit will figure out the current difference of the 
StickNode and ToNode nodes and use that as the offset. This is a 
VERY useful property if you layout all your nodes exactly how you 
want initially in the Scene editor. 

For example, in the screenshot below notice Slot0, Slot1, Slot2, Slot3 
are all using UseCurrentOffset set to YES. So these placeholders (for 
item icons we can collect in the scene) will always be in the bottom left 
corner of the screen. 

You can also Parent one node inside of another to move them together. 
Notes on that here.
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You can watch videos on how to set this up from right here, or 
keep reading.

Initial Setup  

To test out In-App Purchasing in iOS9 (or any iOS version), you 
need to create a new app listing in iTunes Connect as a 
registered Apple Developer. Do this through the My Apps section.  

One of the steps in creating a new app, is setting your Bundle 
ID. Typically, developers use a reverse of their domain name, 
then the app name. For example, 
 com.cartoonsmart.buildavehicle . Be sure this ID is entered in 
your general settings in Xcode.

Now its time to create an In-App Purchase (or a few) in iTunes 
Connect. 

Section 1

In App Purchasing
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The Story Tellers Kit supports both Non-Consumable and 
Consumable. Non-Consumable products are bought for life. 
Buyers can restore past Non-Consumable purchases for free. If 
you want readers to be able to unlock certain pages in your book 
app, or provide extra functionality whenever they want it, this is 
the type of In-App Purchase you want to choose.

Alternatively, your In-App Purchase can be set as Consumable, 
meaning buyers will use up what they bought over time. For 
example, they might buy 10,000 Coins, and doing something in 
the app (playing a game on a page, or pressing a button), 
subtracts a certain amount of Coins. Consumable purchases are 
not restorable. For example, pressing a Restore button would not 
give the buyer back the 10,000 coins they originally purchases. 
But the user could buy more Coins, for example, if they had 
5,000, they could buy 10,000 more. And Coins is just an example, 
you can invent your own currency titles in the property list

Most likely for a book app, you’ll choose Non-Consumable, but 
you have both options in the kit.

After you’ve gone through the steps to create an In-App Purchase 
you’ll see a screen like this…

Jot down your Product ID’s and Type. You’ll add them to the 
Property List like so…
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Notice there are two dictionaries above, one named 
Nonconsumables and one named Consumables. Inside are 
dictionaries with the Product ID’s set as Keys. Each dictionary 
can / should contain an Events dictionary of events to do when 
the purchase has been made. Optionally these same events can 
be run if the In-App Purchase is restored (you have two ways to 
restore purchases, one does not run these events).

How to check when an In-App Purchase has 
been made…  

For both Non-Consumable or Consumable purchases, the kit will 
save an NSUserDefault with the Product ID as the key, and a 
value of “Purchased”. So for example, if you want to set up an 
Event Listener to check whether a product has been purchased, 
you would do this…

In the example above we are checking if MOREVEHICLES equals 
Purchased, and if so the Events dictionary will run, sending the 
user to the Cover page. Keep in mind, you can run an unlimited 
number of Events here, you don’t necessarily have to send the 
user to another page.

How to check when an In-App Purchase has 
NOT been made…

Alternatively, you can check if the purchase has not been made. 
Notice instead of ListenFor, we are using ListenFor!= which 
checks to see if MOREVEHICLES does NOT equal Purchased.
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Again you can run an unlimited number of events based on this 
non-equality. In this example, we are showing 
the PurchaseButton (using the Show property). This previously-
hidden button could be shown only if the In-App purchase wasn’t 
already bought.

Properties for Buying and Restoring

BuyProduct – the value should be the Product ID to purchase.

Restore – no value is needed. This will restore all Non-
Consumable purchase, and run the Events associated with each. 
An alert will also appearing telling users their purchases have 
been restored.

RestoreSilently – no value is needed. This will restore all Non-
Consumable purchases without running the Events associated 
with them. This will not show an alert either. The example below 

shows RestoreSilently being run as a TouchUpEvent, but this 
could also be run in the Events dictionary of the Cover page, to 
essentially make sure the app is fully restored anytime it is 
launched.

Associated Properties

If your app will sell consumable purchases, you will most likely 
want to use the AddToValues properties to award buyers with 
your in-game currency (whatever that may be). For example…

Later on, you will probably want to subtract from a saved value 
using SubtractFromValues. This could be done anytime you let 
the reader / user do something special that was an incentive for 
buying coins earlier.
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And keep in mind, you can always check to see if a particular 
value is over a certain amount using EventListeners.  So for 
example, you might listen to see if Coins is less than 10, and if so, 
show a PurchaseButton.
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You can create countless clones of other elements by including a 
Generators dictionary inside of your page. You can start or stop 
generating Elements at a frequency you specify by using these 
properties. Or you can set the Enabled property to YES and it will 
generate clones immediately. For the start and stop events, you 
identify the generator by the sub-dictionary name you provide, 
which will also match the Element in the scene to clone. The 
element to clone could be hidden initially. If so, the clone is identical 
in every way (including any Actions), but the hidden property is 
automatically set to false.  Customize the generator with the 
following options...

• VaryX - when the clone is created it can vary it’s initial location on 
the x in relation to the original. The number you set here will be 
used as the random range for the initial x offset. So for example, if set 500, the x axis variation will be anywhere from 0 to 499

• VaryY - identical to VaryX but on the y axis.

• OffsetX - If you choose to vary where the clone appears on the x axis, you’ll typically want to set this to a negative value of half 
whatever the VaryX value is. When the clone is placed the calculation is basically....  x = x + (OffsetX + VaryX). So a negative value 
for the offset will make sure that the clone is placed randomly on both the left and right sides of the original. 

Section 2
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• OffsetY - the same as OffsetX but on the y. 

• Amount - a number value for the amount of clones to generate.

• Frequency - a number value for the time to delay before 
making another clone. 

• Delay - the initial delay before any generating. 

• RenameTo - You can rename the cloned element to have any 
name you want (if this property is excluded, the clone would 
have the same name as the Element it was cloned from). If you 
rename the clone, you can also include a new Elements 
dictionary (for example, DrawnItem in the screenshot to the 
right) so the clone gets all the properties of the original, then 
adds or replaces values based on the new name’s dictionary. 
So in the example screenshot, DrawElement creates clones 
based on itself, renames them to DrawnItem, and then the 
DrawnItem dictionary is used for any new properties. 
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You can add a TapControls or TapControlsSecondary dictionary 
to your page to set up two different tap gestures. Tap gestures are 
like touches, but you can specify how many fingers should be 
touching the screen at once using the Touches property, as well 
as the number of quick sequential taps are required to trigger the 
gesture, using the Taps property. So you could move a node(s) or 
simply run an Events dictionary. 

As the name implies, TapControls is potentially very useful for 
controlling a character in the scene. The tap location will be 
detected in relation to the first (or only) item defined by the Move 
property. So if the tap location is more above Balloon2 then it is 
left or right, then the Up value will be used and the Move items will 
go in that direction using the Speed value for the amount of time 
the move will occur over. In the example screenshot to the right, it 
would only be 1 second. The Easing property determines the 
easing of the movement animation. Values are Linear, EaseInOut, 
EaseIn or EaseOut.

You can also use the ParallaxMove array with the ParallaxMultiplier to move items in relation to the main movement. 

Section 3

Tap / Rotation Controls
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If you want a secondary tap gesture (with different Taps and 
Touches parameters) create an entirely new dictionary called 
TapControlsSecondary. 

Rotation Gestures

You can add a RotationControls  and 
RotationControlsSecondary  dictionary to your page, to make 
nodes respond to the user performing a rotation gesture on the 
screen.  

The Rotate array inside the dictionary lists any nodes you want to 
rotate. All nodes sharing the same name specified here would be 
rotated. 

The Multiplier property is set to 1 so the amount of finger rotation 
is a direct 1 to 1 ratio for the node’s rotation. Note this could be 
any decimal value and -1 would make a direct inverse rotation.

You can also include an Events dictionary to run events when the 
rotation occurs. The Events dictionary is optional though.
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You can include swipe gestures on any of your pages and run an 
unlimited number of events after each swipe. 

• SwipeUpEvents - Any events you want to occur when the 
reader swipes up

• SwipeDownEvents  - Any events you want to occur when the 
reader swipes down

• SwipeLeftEvents  - Any events you want to occur when the 
reader swipes left

• SwipeRightEvents - Any events you want to occur when the 
reader swipes right

Note: Combining swipe and pan gestures doesn’t always go as 
planned. One will usually override the other. 

Section 4

Swipe Gestures
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Pan gestures are intended for moving nodes around that you 
don’t want to be centered on the user’s exact touch location. So 
for example, nodes that have been added to the array of panning 
items will be adjusted relative to the user’s movements. If the 
finger moves 100 points to the left, the nodes following the pan 
will move 100 points (regardless of where exactly the panning 
occurred). This is good for menu items as demonstrated in the 
video here.  

Panning is setup through events, so the following properties are 
all events.... 

PanX  - A string or array of strings to specify nodes that will 
move based on the user's finger panning across the screen on 
the X axis. 

PanY -  A string or array of strings to specify nodes that will 
move based on the user's finger panning across the screen on 
the Y axis.

RemovePan - removes all panning gestures

AddOrRemovePanX - Will toggle adding or remove panning on 
the nodes specified on the X axis only. If panning is currently on 
for these nodes, it will be turned off. 

AddOrRemovePanY - Will toggle adding or remove panning on 
the nodes specified on the Y axis only.  If panning is currently on 
for these nodes, it will be turned off. 

You can also create a PanEvents dictionary in the root of the 
page dictionary, which will run events anytime the user pans. For 
example, try setting up the following PanEvents dictionary in the 
screenshot. Anytime you pan around the screen you will see the 
words “I panned” in the output window....

Section 5

Pan Gestures
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As of version 1.06 of the kit, you can now make use of On-
Demand Resources, a brand-spanking new feature in iOS9 that 
will drastically reduce the initial size of your app, and allow your 
users to only download what they need at the time. Or close to 
that time. For example, if your reader was on the Cover page of 
your book app, you’ll probably want to go ahead and include 
the next 5 pages or so of the book. But if you don’t think they’ll 
need pages 6-10 for a while, you could specify that the 
images /sounds on those pages can be downloaded later.

You’ll do this by defining On Demand Resource Tags for 
content. This includes images, folders of images and sound 
files (for our needs, lets just stick to those file types, but you 
could tag more). In the image to the right, you’ll see I’ve 
selected my Map image, which is a heftier file size compared to 
some others. Then in the Attributes Inspector (circled in the top 
right), I’m giving it an On Demand Resource Tag name of 
MapTag. That’s how tagging works.

Section 6

On Demand Resources
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This new MapTag will now show up 
in the Resource Tags panel in my 
app’s settings. For reference, see the 
image to the right. By default our 
MapTag was added to the Download 
Only On Demand fold-down, which 
is where we want it. But you could 
drag the tag into the other two 
options. Let’s talk about all three.... 

• Initial Install Tags

• Prefetched Tag Order

• Download Only On Demand

Initial Install Tags sounds like exactly what it is:  tags for content that will be installed initially by default. I wouldn’t worry about tagging 
your initial content though, because by NOT tagging it, it will be in the bundle anyway. And let’s assume you always want your readers to 
be able to go back to the Cover page and not worry about possibly purging the content on the cover. So as far as the Story Teller’s Kit is 
concerned, I would leave this one alone.

Prefetched Tag Order is for tagged content you don’t want to include in the initial install of the app, but you want it to begin downloading 
immediately after the reader begins using the app / after it is installed. The content is downloaded in the same order you list it (from top to 
bottom)

Download Only On Demand is ideally what you’ll want if you don’t think the reader can quickly get to the content after downloading the 
app. For example, if your book app has a natural reading order, and the reader can’t simply jump from Page 1 to Page 10. Perhaps they 
have to unlock pages 2-9 before 10 is even accessible (which the kit supports). In this case, you can safely set that content to be 
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downloaded as needed. For example, if the reader gets to Page 
8, you might instruct the kit to begin downloading tagged content 
for Page 10 since they are only a couple pages away (and you 
might want to give them a little buffer time in case their internet 
connection is slow). 

Requiring On Demand Resources with the 
Property List

Good news. There isn’t much you need to do other than tagging 
your content and noting tags you want to preload or that are 
required for the page. In both cases, this is done in the Settings 
dictionary for your page. For example...

By adding an Array named ResourceTags and listing tag names, 
the Map page now knows that the tagged content is required for 
this page to open.  

When opening a new page in the app, the kit will check to see if 
the upcoming page has this ResourceTags property. If so, the kit 

will check to see if the required On-Demand Resources are 
already loaded, and if not, it will attempt to load them. To give 
your reader feedback on the current loading progress, you can 
include an SKLabelNode in the scene with the name "Progress". 
This label will automatically be hidden when the page opens and 
automatically show or hide itself when there is progress ( for 
example, 20% Loaded). If the user is not connected to the 
internet, the label will prompt them to do so.  

You’ll want to include this label on every page that could 
potentially navigate to another page that requires On-Demand 
resources. In testing in Xcode you probably won’t ever see it 
because the assets load immediately.
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Preloading On Demand Resources with the 
Property List

You can preload content from any page by using the 
PreloadResourceTags property. Again, this can be an array to 
list multiple tags, like so...

So in the example above, we are preloading the MapTag, 
assuming that the reader is close to opening a page that includes  
the MapTag content. 
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Nodes can be added inside of other nodes using 
the Parent property. This gives you an even easier 
way of keeping one node locked in with another 
than using the StickNodesToNode dictionary. 

In the Scene editor, simply choose a Parent. 

This works well for most nodes, but currently 
TouchEvents in Elements have issues when 
placed inside another node. 

Section 7

Parenting
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As of Build 1.07, you can add video to any of your pages / 
SKScenes. You simply need to have a Color Sprite 
(SKSpriteNode) named “VideoPlaceholder” in the scene which 
will act as a placeholder for the video file.

The two events to play video are listed below…

PlayVideo – the value should a file in the app’s bundle. Include 
the extension (for example, .mp4, .m4v, .mov).

PlayVideoFromURL –  the value should be the entire URL of a 
file hosted on your site. Include the extension (for example, .mp4, 
.m4v, .mov). In iOS9 you will need to add a domain exception in 
the Info.plist file so the app can access this file. In the kit, the 
Info.plist already has a exception properties in place (replace 
“yourserver.com” with your actual server.  Also as of iOS9, we 
recommend using On-Demand Resources instead of this 
property.

You can watch a short video about this feature here.

Section 8

Playing Video
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Text-to-Speech Events

Speak - the value will be any text you want spoken. 

SpeakLabel -  the name of the SKLabelNode you want to 
have spoken

SpeakLanguage - a dictionary defining different text for the 
preferred Language.  Whatever value is set for Language will be 
what is played. For a reminder on how to set values, go here. 

SpeakPreference - the value can be ANY saved value. 

Related Properties

SpeechRate -  a decimal number value, default is 0.38. This 
property can be an event or set in the page’s Settings 
dictionary

SpeechVolume - a decimal number value, default is 1.  This 
property can be an event or set in the page’s Settings 
dictionary

SpeechPitch - a decimal number value, default is 1.70.  This 
property can be an event or set in the page’s Settings 
dictionary

Section 1

Text to Speech
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SpeechVoice - a voice code or country name for a new voice.  
This property can be an event or set in the page’s Settings 
dictionary

OutputVoiceCodes - An event property which will output all the 
country name and voice codes. 

AllowRunOnSpeech - For the page’s Settings dictionary.  Set 
YES and events that call text to speak will not interrupt the 
current speaking. So for example,  calling a Speak event back to 
back will run the speech one after the other.  
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